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ABSTRACT
 
StatementofPurpose
 
The purpose ofthis project wasto address the need for making the subject
 
matter of social studies accessible to all students. Howard Gardner'stheory of
 
multiple intelligences was used to create social studies lessons,identify multiple
 
instructional techniques and strategies,and integrate multiple intelligence theory
 
into the assesment process.
 
Procedures
 
A comprehensive literature review ofeducational psychologistsfrom Alfred
 
Binet's one dimensional view ofintelligence to Howard Gardner's cluster ofatleast
 
seven intelligences illustrates the evolution ofthinking abouthow children learn.
 
The primary goal ofsocial studies is to develop the ability to makeinformed
 
decisionsfor the public good. In order to meetthis goal,curriculum,instruction,
 
and assessment will be examined as it relates to an effective social studies program.
 
Howard Gardner's theory ofmultiple ofintelligence providesaframework to use to
 
create alternative waysofteaching and assessing students with varying abilities.
 
The project's handbook is a guide that provides socialstudies activities, with
 
afocus on multiple intelligences,asa resourcefor unit planning. It providesa
 
variety ofinstructionalstrategies thataddressstudents'dominantintelligences.
 
Assessment becomes part ofthe learning process thatfocuseson the growth ofeach
 
studentthrough intelligence fair methods.
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SECTION 1; INTRODUCTION
 
There been much discussion in the 1990's concerning public education as
 
it relates toschoolreform and changesin curriculum and assessmentin order to
 
increase the level ofstudentachievement. Today there is general agreementthat
 
public education needs to create asystem in which the established curriculum
 
enables every learner to proceed ata rate and pace thatis challenging and
 
achievable,does not make unfair comparisons with the progress ofothers,assures
 
positive reinforcement,and provides assessmentinstruments that reflect the
 
learning styles ofall students. The necessity ofschools to provide a curriculum that
 
offers both excellence and equityfor all students is a priority ifall students are to he
 
successfulin thefuture. Instructional strategies need to he utilized which deliver
 
the curriculum to all studeutsin an equitable mannerand allow allstudents to
 
reach their full potential.
 
In order to accomplish this,methodsofteaching,learning,and assessment
 
mustbe clearly coordinated and integrated^ Howard Gardner's research on
 
multiple intelligences and the educationalimplicatiohs ofthattheory are being
 
evaluated by educators worldwide in a variety ofapplications. Histheory is one of
 
the mostpromising developmentsin education today. Gardner'stheory has the
 
potential to change the way thatstudents are perceived by teachers and to change
 
the instructionalstrategies that we use to ensure that all students are successful.
 
The educationalsystem is in a state oftransition regarding the beliefs and
 
practices that have beenembracedfor decades. Major paradigm shifts have
 
occurred in the education system atleastfour timesin the history ofeducation. In
 
theseventeenth century,the first schools were established in an environmentof
 
religious and theological devotion. In the eighteenth century,an enhanced
 
curriculum included those subjects that were morefunctional. Communities also
 
demanded that middle class andfemale students be given the opportunity to attend
 
school. In the nineteenth century,the curriculum wasexpanded toinclude the
 
subjects that we still teach today. Thetwentieth century and the industrial era
 
broughtaboutthe need for more vocational courses in addition to college
 
preparation and liberal studies courses.
 
These shifts have been in direct response to the changesin our society.
 
American society has madeaseries oftransitionsfrom an agrarian-based economy
 
to an industrial-based economy to an information-based economy. Schools have
 
reflected these changesin both curriculum contentand instructionalstrategies.
 
Schoolsin the early and mid 1900's were modeled after the industrialtopdown
 
authoritarian model where desks were in neatrowsand students responded to
 
questions and regurgitated information acquiredfrom lecturesand textbookson
 
their exams. Grades were assigned based on the percentage ofcorrect answers.
 
Public education has maintained this modelofindustrialized mass
 
production solong that the academic quality ofeducation hassuffered in schools,
 
and the United States is nolonger preparing our youth to be successfulin the work
 
place. Information doubles and triplesevery two to five yearsand we need an
 
education system which preparesourstudents to he successfulin thisinformation
 
rich environment. The basisfor that preparation hasto be based on a new
 
perspective ofstudentsand their abilities.
 
Traditionally,a single view ofintelligence hasinfluenced education,one that
 
said thatstudentslearn best by listening and reading to gather information. Then
 
they recite theinformation hack to demonstrate their mastery ofthe subject.
 
Students were taughtin a very regimented and structured environment which did
 
notrequire interaction in order toensure learning. This may have workedforsome
 
students,it was notan effective method oflearningfor many others. However,the
 
education system appeared to work because oftbe many opportunitiesforstudents
 
who were notsuccessfulin school to be successfulinjobs that did not require a
 
formal education. Today,those type ofjob opportunities nolonger exist and
 
students need to besuccessfulin schoolin order to be prepared for thefuturejob
 
market.
 
Abouta century ago,the scientiflc study ofintelligence began with the early
 
attemptin education to measureintelligence. In Paris,a psychologist named Alfred
 
Binet wascommissioned to devise a measure that would predict which youngsters
 
would succeed and which would failin the primary grades in Paris schools(Doris,
 
1988). These tests were individually administered to determine whether or nota
 
youngster needed remedialeducation. The child was given a variety of brief,
 
practical testssuch as counting coins or naming body partsinorder to try and
 
determine a child's success orfailure inschool. This test became the intelligence test
 
and resulted in a score derivedfrom a quotient generated by dividing mentalage by
 
chronological age. The results were the intelligent quotient,orIQ. This test later
 
found its way to the United States and becamepsychology's useful scientific toolin
 
theform ofthe Stanford Binet. Intelligence now became quantifiable and served as
 
an indicator that could measuresomeone'sacademic potential(Gardner,1988).
 
TheseIQ tests,however,offered aone dimensional view ofhow to assessa person's
 
mind.
 
Thus,the search for the perfect measure ofintelligence evolvedfrom the
 
narrownessoftheIQ tests. From the late 1930'son there wasa move awayfrom a
 
unitary,single intelligence and a movetoward a multiple intelligences perspective.
 
Thurstone(1938)challenged the unitaryIQ idea by descrihing seven primary
 
mentalabilities. Guilford cataloged abilities intoastructure ofthe intellect that
 
were divided into 120 mental abilities. In the 1970's,Sternbergfocused on a
 
triarchic view ofintelligence,stating that intelligtoce relates to the internaland
 
external world ofthe individual,as Well as experience(Teele,1990).
 
Schools also evolvedfrom the classical curriculum to one more suited for
 
masseducation. Schools now had to educatea new,far more diverse group of
 
children. Many ofthe children had had little exposure to the sortofinformation
 
thatthe more widely experienced and privileged children had as partoftheir
 
background. Instead ofteaching allstudents the classical curriculum as in the past,
 
schoolsintroduced vocationaleducation,modernlanguages,and other subjects that
 
were considered more appropriatefor the majorityofa more diverse student
 
population.
 
With society becoming more demanding,and with the need for skills that
 
increasingly involve technology, a moreformal kind ofeducationalinstitution
 
gradually evolved. Schools became whatHoward Gardner(Gardner,1988)calls the
 
"uniform school,"where there wasa core curriculum,aset offacts thateverybody
 
should know,and veryfew electives. The better students were allowed to take
 
courses that called upon critical reading,calculation,and thinking skills. Regular
 
assessments,using paper and pencilinstruments oftheIQ orSAT variety(Gardner,
 
1988)were putin place. These assessments yielded rankings ofstudents,with only
 
the bestand brighteststudents going on to the most prestigious colleges.
 
These rankings are usually based ontwo kinds ofabilities or"intelligences."
 
TheschoolSystem in the United States tends to rely on the linguiistic and logicaih
 
mathematicalintelligences,usually excluding other intelligences. Linguistic
 
intelligence is referred to as verbalintelligence because everyone whospeaks orally
 
can besaid to possess it atsomeleVel. People with well-developed linguistic
 
intelligence thrive in the academic atmosphere because they can express themselves
 
in words,both written and oralforms. Those with logical-mathematicalintelligence
 
prefer to do operations with data: collectand organize,analyze and interpret,and
 
conclude and predict(Jasmine,1996). In our technological society,this intelligence
 
has often been revered above the other types ofintelligence.
 
These two intelligencesare those mostcommonly recognized and appreciated
 
in our society. These intelligences are the ones that ensure success in the traditional
 
school setting. TheIQ testand theSAT were designed to testfor these two
 
intelligences. All the standard tests assess either through oral or written language
 
or through knowledge ofmathematicalsystems combined with language. IQ tests
 
and achievementtests are largely language based and ifastudent's intelligence lies
 
elsewhere,thatstudent probably will notscore high enough to he placed in
 
advanced classes. Such students may even he labeled below normalin intelligence
 
and placed in a program in which they are remediated by being drilled in the basics.
 
The diversity within classroomstoday is as varied asthe population ofour
 
country. Studentstoday comefrom a variety ofcultural and social backgrounds
 
which presenta uniquesetofchallengesfor teachers. In orderfor all students to
 
become successfullearners,the teacher needs to havesome understanding of
 
students'strengths,as well as their weaknesses. Knowledge of students'prior
 
learning is essentialin order to establish educationalexcellence and positive student
 
achievement. By being more aware ofstudents'learning styles,the teacher can
 
encourage those"atpromise"in a particular intelligence,provide interventionsfor
 
those"atrisk"and ultimately help all students to Hnd their own niche in learning
 
and in life. In order to achieve these goals,this meanslooking beyond linguistic and
 
logical-mathematical intelligences.
 
As partofthe recent questfor alternative waysofteaching and assessing
 
istudents with varying abilities,educators need to begin broadening opportunities
 
for all students,notjust those who areidentified as gifted orlearning disabled based
 
on narrow views ofintelligence. Howard Gardner proposesan alternative vision
 
thatoffersa moreholistic accounting ofindividual potential and talents.
 
Howard Gardner,a developmental psychologistand professor atHarvard
 
University proposed a theory ofmultiple intelligences in his book,FramesofMind
 
(1983). This hook wasa direct challenge to the classical view ofintelligence.
 
Gardner defined seven basic intelligences that he considers to be asfundamentalas
 
those traditionally tested for in standardIQ tests. To Gardner,this classical view
 
holds thatintelligence is a unitary capacityfor logical reasoning where abstract
 
reasoning is most valued. Gardner'stheory is notconcerned as much with
 
explaining and presenting patterns ofscoreson psychometric tests as with
 
accounting for the variety ofadult roles that exist across cultures(Gardner,1983),
 
His key point is notof underlying capacity,buta variety ofintelligences working in
 
combination with each other.
 
Howard Gardner has proposed thatthere is no single"intelligence," buta
 
cluster ofatleastseven intellectualabilities,or multiple intelligences: linguistic,
 
logical-mathematical,spatial,bodily kinesthetic,musical,interpersonal,and
 
intrapersonal. To Gardner,intelligence is a general ability thatisformed in varying
 
degreesinall individuals. It is the key tosuccessin solving problems. Histheory of
 
niultiple intelligences states that human cognitive competence is better understood
 
in termsofaset ofabilities,talents,or mentalskills which he calls intelligences
 
(Gardner,1983).
 
Allnormalindividuals possess each ofthese skills tosome extent. Individuals
 
differ in the degree ofskilland in the nature oftheir combination. Gardner's
 
theory ofintelligences divergesfrom the traditional point ofview. The traditional
 
 view ofintelligence is deHned operationally asthe ability to answeritemson tests of
 
intelligence. The generalfaculty ofintelligence does notchange much with age,
 
training,or experience. Gardner'stheory on the other hand,pluralizes the
 
traditionalidea ofintelligence. He defines intelligence asan ability to make
 
something ofvalue thatis appreciated in atleastone culture. His definition
 
challenges the idea that you can measure intelligence with a paper and pencil test.
 
Gardner's theory states thatevery person possesses allseven intelligences,
 
though one or more may be morefully developed than the others. Thistendency to
 
have greater developmentin certain types ofintelligence than others may makea
 
difference in many areas ofour lives: from preferred learning styles,to the things
 
thatinterest us both in schooland outofschool,to our career choices later in life
 
(Fagella,1990).
 
Gardner'stheory ofmultiple intelligences is an excellentframeworkfor
 
nnding the strength in all students,including gifted areas and differentlearning
 
styles. According to Gardner,all children possess each oftheseven intelligences to
 
some extentand a variety ofintelligences evolvefrom the combination ofthese seven
 
intelligences. Itisimportantthat teachers and students understand this in order to
 
achieve their full potential. Whether we callthem intelligences,learning styles,
 
talents,skills or human attributes,everyone uses them to constructtheir own
 
meaning. It is essential thatstudents discover whatthey are bestatand how they
 
learn early in life in order to ensure maximum growth. People who discover their
 
unique intelligence(s)early in life have the motivation to develop those intelligences.
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Students who never discover whatthey are very good at may become partofthe
 
staggering negative statistics Which mark the failure ofour education system.
 
Therefore,it is the responsibility ofeducators toidentify students'strengthsand
 
help guidethem to be successful. Their special talents or skills need to be identified,
 
educated,and nurtured so thatthey become productive citizens in the future.
 
Howard Gardner's theory ofmultipleintelligences is the ultimate validation
 
ofthe idea thatindividualdifferences areimportant. Its usein education depends
 
on the recognition of,and respectfor,each learner's way or waysoflearning,as
 
well aseach learner's special interests and talents. It notonly acknowledges these
 
individual differencesfor teaching and assessing,butit acceptsthem as normal,
 
okay,and even interesting and yaluable(Jasmine,1996).
 
Using Howard Gardner'stheory of multiple intelligences the classroom
 
teacher can usetwo differentapproaches to address the intelligences through the
 
curriculum. Theintelligences can be taught"straight"or"infused"into the regular
 
curriculum(Jasmine,1996). Forinstance,in the straight approach(Jasmine,1996)
 
the teacher begins witha specific type ofintelligence and thenidentifiessome
 
assignmentsthatincorporate variousareas ofthe curriculum using thatintelligence.
 
A benefitto the straight approach is thatthe materialinvolving the intelligence will
 
not beforced,artificial,or insignificant. This will automatically involve the process
 
ofmeta-intelligence with all its benefits.
 
Thesecond approach is to take an areaofthe curriculum and devise an
 
approach that would involve each ofthe intelligences andinfuse itinto your
 
curriculum. In this situation the teacher can continue to teach the regular
 
curriculum withoutadding another area to their lesson plans. The teacher makes
 
sure that all,Or as many as possible,ofthe intelligences areinfused into every
 
lesson. The resulting infusion into the curriculum should he meaningful. It is easier
 
to infusesome intelligences than othersand some curricular areas are easier than
 
others to manipulate so thatthe maximum infusion ofmultiple intelligences takes
 
place.
 
Social studies lessonslend themselves very easily to the infusion approach.
 
Using the objectivesfrom asocialstudies book about Westward Expansion the
 
classroom teacher could devise lessons that would involve each ofthe intelligences.
 
The teacher ofaself-contained classroom needs to infuse the intelligences into their
 
whole curriculum (language arts,mathematics,social studies,science,art,physical
 
education,and music)on a daily hasis.
 
Usually the linguistic intelligence is well covered,and it is easy tocheckfor
 
theinterpersonalintelligence ifthe teacher uses cooperative learning. Whatabout
 
the otherformsofintelligence thatare the ones mostoften neglected or omitted?
 
Through the use ofinnovative educational methodology come techniques and
 
strategies that effective teachers havebeen usingfor years. Theeffective classroom
 
teacher offers all students as many different approaches as possible through
 
cooperative learning,thematic units,the use ofcenters,open-ended projects,
 
individualization,emotionalcontextand the use oftechnology.
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As we movetowardsthe 21stcentury,there is a need to restructure the social
 
studies curriculum to meetthe changing needs ofourstudentsand thefuture that is
 
facing them. Ourstudents are moving into a highly interdependent world that
 
requires the ability to think critically,work collahoratively,and act rationally. In
 
order to survive successfully in a changing world,students need and deserve
 
approachesto social studies that provide them not only with hasic knowledge,hut
 
with the thinking and language tools required to enter into a lifetime ofnegotiation
 
and problem solving(Walker,1995).
 
In 1992the Board ofDirectors ofthe National Councilfor the Social Studies
 
adopted a definition ofsocial studies which states thatthe primary purpose ofsocial
 
studies is to help young people develop the ability to makeinformed decisionsfor
 
the public good as citizens ofa culturally diverse,democratic society in an
 
interdependent world(Task Force atthe National Councilfor the Social Studies,
 
1994). While consensus may have been reached ona general definition ofsocial
 
studies,there is still disagreementon exactly whatstudentsshould learn and how
 
they should learn it within the contentofthe social studies curriculum.
 
In orderfor this view ofsocial studiesto become a reality,teachers need to
 
havestudents become actively involved in experiencing social studies. The History-

Social ScienceFrameworkfor California thatcame outin 1988emphasizes that
 
history is a story well told. Educators need to make history meaningful by using
 
literature both ofthe period and aboutthe period thatis filled with accurate
 
information,yet maintains the interestofstudents. Finally,we also need to ensure
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thatstudents are successful and have positive feelings toward learning history.
 
Teachers need to makesure thatthe instructional strategies thatthey usefocuson
 
all learning styles and provide significant choicesin orderfor students to he
 
successful. Howard Gardner'stheory ofmultiple intelligences provides excellent
 
insightsfor teachers to keep in mind when selecting social studies assignments.
 
Teachers need to provide a variety ofexperiencesfor students. Somestudents may
 
do poorly on a written exam,hutcan presentthesameexam information in an oral
 
form,dramatic presentation orin an artisticform,such as a mural. By providing
 
variety and significant choicesin socialstudies activities,the teacher ensures all
 
students willsucceed.
 
The purpose ofthis project is to address the need for making the subject
 
matter ofsocial studies accessible to all students. Howard Gardner'stheory of
 
multiple intelligences will he used tocreate social studies lessonsfor useih the
 
intermediate grades.
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SECTION II; LITERATUREREVIEW
 
Historical Perspectives ofIntelligence
 
The purpose ofthe literature review is to presenta historical perspective in
 
the 20'*'century ofintelligence that also includes the beginning of intelligence
 
measurementsthatcan he reported in numericform. A comprehensive review of
 
the worksofcognitive psychologistsfrom Alfred Binetto Howard Gardner
 
illustrates the evolution ofthinking in both the study ofintelligence and cognitive
 
learning ability. Although cognitive psychologists have studied various aspectsin
 
the field ofintelligence and cognitive learning and arrived at different conclusions,
 
all oftheir individual research studies have had animpacton the way educators
 
look at intelligence.
 
Binet
 
Throughoutthe twentieth century psychologists havestudied the nature of
 
human intelligence. Even though psychologists have notreached agreementon
 
whatintelligence means,they have agreed thatitcan be measured(Oghu,1988).
 
The most widely usedIQ test is the Stanford-Binet. The test wascreated to
 
measure whether youngsters would succeed orfail in the primary gradesin Paris
 
schools. The Stanford-Binet test made its way to the United States and became an
 
enormoussuccess(Doris,1988).
 
Early testing procedures acknowledged a single,unitary,quantitative
 
conceptofintelligence. Intelligence testing provideda numeric measure of
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 someone's actual or potentialintelligence. Alfred Binet's testin 1916 measured
 
motor development,cognitive abilities,memory tests,and divergent-pfoductive
 
thinking abilities, yet produced a single scorefor measurementbased on the ratio of
 
meintal age to chronological age. Hisconceptofmentalage and chronological age
 
has been afoundationfor intelligence evaluation(Teele,1995).
 
Spearman
 
Someoftoday's tests are based upon the theory ofSpearman. According to
 
Spearman,intelligence is bestconceived asa single,general ability that applies only
 
to individual tasks(Spearman,1927). Intelligence is a measure with a single index
 
and is taken to be a measure ofthis general ability thatis common to all ofthe
 
different tests. In 1927,Spearman introduced the first and possibly the simplest
 
factor model. This model meantthat any testin the intellectual category had only
 
onecommonfactor,"g."
 
Thurstone
 
L.L.Thurstone's work.Primarv Mental Abilities(1938),challenged
 
Spearman'sidea ofunitary intelligence. He recommended thatindividual testing be
 
developed with material designed tofeature the primary factors that have been
 
found by group methodology. His test distinguishesseven common primary mental
 
ability factors: verbal comprehension,wordfluency,numericalfacility,memory,
 
reasoning,space and perceptualspeed. This test providesseveral scores rather than
 
justa single score. His test batteries were developed for three age levels with
 
approximately six tests designed to measure a separate ability(Thurstone,1938).
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Hedetermined in these seven areas thatthe hasis ofthe age when the average child
 
reached80% ofmaturity and estimated thefollowing: PerceptualSpeed(P)-12
 
years,Space(S)-14 years,Numerical Facility(N)-16 years.VerbalComprehension
 
(V)-8years,and Word Fluency(W)- later than 20 years(Teele,1995). The
 
practice ofintelligence testing began to incorporate Thurstone's multifaceted
 
analyses. Consequently,otherssoon started to develop similar tests to measure
 
separate abilities.
 
Guilford
 
J.P.Guilford defines intelligence as,"asystematic collection ofabilities or
 
functionsfor the processing ofinformation ofdifferent kinds in various ways"
 
(Guilford,1982). HisStructure ofIntellect(SI)modelincludesfive categories of
 
informational content - visual,auditory,symbolic(S),semantic(M)and behavioral-

each ofwhich occursin thesame six kind oritemso six different products - units
 
(U),classes(C),relations(R),systems(S),transformation(T),and implications(I).
 
The thirty kindsofitems ofinformation are called psychoepistemology. Five kinds
 
ofoperations - cognition(C),memory(M),divergent production(D),convergent
 
production(N),and evaluation(E)are performed with any ofthe thirty kinds of
 
items ofinformation.
 
Guilford proposed thatthe many distinctfactors detected by the analysis of
 
test performancescould in turn he classified on the basis oftheir resemblance. The
 
first referred to the operations ofthe mind;the second,to the content upon which
 
the mind operates;the third,to the products ofthe mind's operation upon contents
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(Doris^ 1988). Guilford's intellect model has dissatisfied somecritics because his
 
model contains one hundred and twenty factors ofthe mind. Each ofthese one
 
hundred and twenty factors are ofequalimportance and may be too much to grasp,
 
especially for those who measure and interpretscore differences.
 
Bfuner
 
Jerome Bruner's(Samples,1992)theory oflearning modalities identifies
 
different ways ofknowing. Thistheory was horn outofthe explosion ofresearch
 
findings in brain mind function. Bruner identified three major classes of
 
knowledge: iconic,enactive,and symholic. Iconic waslinked to the ways of
 
knowing central to the visual arid spatial arts. Enactive knowingframed the
 
wisdom ofmovement,kinesthetic action and dance. Symholic - the realm ofreason
 
and reductive logic -wasprimarily carried through Coded symbols - letters,
 
numbersand abstractcodes(Samples,1992).Schooling wasdpmmantlyframed in
 
thesymbolic and thatintelligence as wellas achievement was measured in this area.
 
Bruner wasthe designer ofthe spiraling curriculum. The curricular topics
 
are notjuSt revisited sporadically at various ages of some unspecified level of
 
sophistication; rather,each revisit is based on a deepening knowledge ofthattopic,
 
which is critically dependenton pastexperience and on thedeveloping knowledge
 
base ofthe child. Bruner'sonce heretical claim thatany subject Corild betaughtto
 
a child atany age,in someintellectually honest way,is more acceptable today
 
(Samples,1992).
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Piaget
 
Jean Piaget,a Swissscholar,proposed one ofthe mostinfluential theories of
 
intelligence. He wasconcerned primarily with cognitive development and the
 
formation ofknowledge. His research led him to conclude thatthe growth of
 
knowledge is the result ofan individual's constructions made by the learner(Piaget,
 
1971). According to Piaget,the key to understanding intelligence and the operation
 
ofthe human mind is being able to understand how humansacquire and use
 
knowledge(Teele,1995). He viewed constructivism asa way ofexplaining how
 
peoplecame to know abouttheir world. Piaget viewed the human mind asa
 
dynamic setofcognitive structures that help us makesense ofwhat we perceive.
 
These structures grow in intellectual complexity as we mature and as weinteract
 
with the world wecometoknow as we gain experience. Throughout maturation
 
and experience,the groundwork for new structures is laid(Brooks,1993).
 
Piagetrecognized thatchildren are notsimply miniature versions ofadults.
 
Instead, every child passes through roughly thesame stages in thesame order.
 
Each stage involvesafundamentalreorganization ofknowledge that is so profound
 
thatthe child does not have accessto his earlierformsofunderstanding. Once the
 
child is outofa given stage,itis asthough knowledge level ofthe prior stage had
 
never happened. Children transition through a number ofvery differentstages of
 
developmentthat begin with thesensorimotor stage ofinfancy,to the pre­
operational,intuitive stage ofearly childhood,on to the concrete,operationalstage
 
ofadolescence.
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From infancy to abouttwo years ofage,the child comes to know the world in
 
asensorimotor way. The infantlearns with toys,physically acting on the
 
environmentand accommodating new schemes,learning thatobjects have constant
 
shapeand that bodily movementscan he coordinated with other objects. During
 
this stage,infants are constructing the firstform ofknowledge Oftime,space,
 
numbersand causality. Also during this stage,infants and toddlerslearn through
 
coordinating sensory perceptions and motor activity.
 
Preschooland kindergarten children fall into Piagets's category ofpre­
operatiOnal or intuitive thinking. The child learnslanguage and otherforms of
 
representation,and begins to relate objects and ideas to one anotherin time and
 
space. Children learn to representthe world symbolically through language,play,
 
and drawing. Thinking isbased on directexperience and perception ofthe present
 
moment. The child can draw upon numberand causality in a practical situation.
 
However,they cannot use numbersor causality in a systematic or logical manner.
 
Egocentrism is another characteristic ofthinking children during the pre­
operational period. The young child is notcapable ofassuming another person's
 
point ofview. Piaget maintained that preschoolers cannotfigure out,in the literal
 
sense,whatobject will beseenfrom vantage points differentfrom their own.
 
Moreadvanced stages are marked by the twoformsofoperational thinking.
 
The youngschool child ofseven or eight years ofage is capable ofconcrete
 
operational thinking. The child's reasoning processes broaden to include whatis
 
known as logic,hut mostly in termsofwhatis tangible and observable. Here the
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child has mastered those casualand quantitative understandings. According to
 
Piagetthose new understandings are sufficiently powerfulso thatthey are able to
 
annihilate earlier conceptions. Ultimately,the child musthave the opportunity to
 
watch the objects and to try outexperimentsfor himself.
 
Theformaloperationalstage, beginssometime during and beyond
 
adolescence when the individualcan use abstractlogical structuresin diverse
 
problem areas. Aformaloperator is able to reason exclusivelyon the level of
 
propositions. The objects now can be construed mentally. The operations thatonce
 
had to be carried outin the physical realm have now been internalized or
 
interiorized(Gardner,1991).
 
Piaget's conclusions aboutreasoning and the structure oflogic were based on
 
the responses his subjects gave viaspeech and writing(Samples,1992). His work
 
explores the limitations and growth ofyoung children's thinking rather than merely
 
measuring intelligence.
 
Piagetsuggested thateducators take into accountthe child's perspective and
 
level ofunderstanding. Histheory recognized cognitive psychology and
 
sensorimotor activity and provided a conceptofuniversal develophient. Piaget
 
thoughtthat normalchildren passed through differentstages ofdevelopmentatthe
 
same rate.This concept was quite popular in the 1950's and 1960's.
 
Piaget's careerspanned over fifty yearsand generated an extraordinarily
 
substantial body ofresearch. His work gained varying levels ofacceptance in
 
American education circles.
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Multiple Perspectives
 
Howard Gardner
 
Howard Gardner,a Harvard University psychologist,wasdisturbed about
 
tbe nearly exclusive stressin schooloh twoforms ofintelligences(knowledge),
 
linguistic symbolization and logical-mathematicalsymbolization. Thesetwoitems
 
are also overwhelmingly represented in the cohstruction ofitemson intelligence,
 
aptitude,and achievement tests. Hefelt that ifdifferenttypes ofitems were used or
 
differenttypes ofassessment were devised,then a different view ofintelligence
 
mightcomeforth.
 
Histheory ofmultiple intelligences camefrom work with the cognitive
 
capacities ofnormalindividuals and abilities ofspecial populationssuch as
 
prodigies,autistics,idiotsavants,and learning disabled children. Combining what
 
helearnedfrom his work with brain damaged patients and evidence collectedfrom
 
other sources,Gardner isolated and identifled seven basic autonomous intelligences
 
(Gardner,1990). Candidate capacities that werefound in the literature compiled a
 
provisional list ofhuman intelligence's,whereas abilities thatapplied Only once or
 
twice were configured differently in diverse sources were abandoned(Gardner,
 
'1993).
 
The listincluded seven intelligences,each with its own componentprocess
 
and subtype. These intelligences according to Gardner are linguistic,logical­
mathematicaljmusical,spatial,kinesthetic,and twoformsofpersonalintelligence ­
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interpersonal(understanding other people)and intrapersonal(understanding
 
yourself).
 
Gardner's Seven Intelligences
 
Thelinguistic child Ss world-oriented;a good storyteller and writer;a trivia
 
expert;an avid reader whothinksin wordsand loves verbal play(tongue twisters,
 
puns,riddles).
 
Thelogical-mathematicalchild isimage and picture oriented;a daydreamer;
 
an artist,designer,inventor,attracted to visual media;adeptatspatial puzzles
 
(Rubik's cube,three-dimensional tick tack toe);creates visual patterns.
 
Thelinguistic child isrhythm and melody oriented; maysing or play musical
 
instruments;sings little songsin class; becomesanimated and maystudy better
 
when music is playing.
 
The bodily-kinesthetic child is physically oriented;excelsin athletics orfine
 
motor areaslike crafts;achievesin self-expression through body action(acting,
 
dancing,mime);touchesthings tolearn aboutthem.
 
Theinterpersonalchild is socially oriented; hasstrong leadership abilities;
 
mediates disputes;can be an excellent peer teacher;enjoys group games and
 
cooperative learning.
 
Theintrapersonalchild is intuitively oriented;is strong-willed and self-

motivated;prefers solitary hobbiesand activities; marchesto the heatofa different
 
drummer.
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Gardner proposed the existence ofa number ofhuman intelligences. He
 
defined intelligence as the capacity to solve problems or tofashion products thatare
 
valued in one or more culturalsettings and detailed a setofcriteriafor v»^hat counts
 
as human intelligence(Gardnerand Hatch,1989). Intelligence relates to whatit
 
takes to he an effective memberofacommunity,and thus all intelligences are
 
important. His definition and his criteria deviated significantlyfrom established
 
practicesin the field ofintelligence,such as Guilford and Thurstone. Most
 
definitions ofintelligencefocuson the capacities thatareimportantfor successin
 
school.
 
The existing psychometricinstruments to measure intelligence play no role in
 
Gardner's theory. A candidate's ability emergesas an intelligence ifit has recurred
 
asan identifiable entity in a numberof differentlines ofstudy ofhuman cognition
 
(Gardner and Hatch,1989). Every normalindividual possesses varying degrees of
 
each ofthese intelligences hutthe waysin which intelligences combine and blend are
 
as varied asthefaces and personalities ofindividuals(Blythe,1990). While all
 
humansexhibitthe range ofintelligences,individuals differ - presumablyfor both
 
heredity and environmental reasons - in their current profile ofintelligences
 
(Gardnerand Hatch,1989).
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Multiple Intelligence Theory
 
asa Modelfor Ihstructlon
 
Traditionally,instruction has been based almostentirely on linguistic and
 
logical-mathematical abilities. Instructionalstrategies have been directed almost
 
exclusively to those abilities. Classrooms have been structured in such a way that
 
learners were isolated and independentofother studentsin the classroom.
 
Interaction has been ata minimum,not only between students,but also between
 
teacher and students. This type ofinstruction and learning environment was
 
effective for asmall minority ofstudents. However,the large majority ofstudents
 
werein alearning environment which w^notconducive to successful achievement.
 
The theory ofmultipleintelligences providesa rationale for changing the way we
 
deliver instruction to allstudents.
 
Multiple intelligence theory seeks to describe how individuals use their
 
intelligences to solve problems andfashion projects. Multiple intelligence theory
 
has been described as"a philosophy ofeducation,an attitude toward learning,or
 
even a meta-mpdelofeducation in the spirit ofJohn Dewey'sidea on progressive
 
education rather than a set ofprogram offixed technique and strategies"
 
(Armstrong,1994 pg.x). This philosophy gives educatorsa vast opportunity to
 
apply its principles to any numberofeducational settings. Thetheory ofmultiple
 
intelligences also providesa broad range ofstimulating curricula that goes beyond
 
the typicallinguistic and logical learners.
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 However,multiple intelligences as a philosophy guiding instruction is hardly
 
a new idea. It can besaid,that all the pioneers ofmodern education developed
 
systemsofteaching. Jean Jacques Rosseau stated thatthe child mustlearn notjust
 
through words,butthrough experience. Pestalozzi,a Swiss reformerstressed an
 
integrated curriculum. Froebel,thefounder ofmodern day kindergarten,
 
developed a curriculum ofhandson experiences with manipulative. Even
 
Montessoriand Dewey developed systems ofinstruction,based on multiple-

intelligence like techniques(Armstrong,1994).
 
Currentalternative educational models,such as cooperative learning,use
 
multiple intelligence systems where activities involve Studentsin each ofthe other
 
intelligences. For example,the core ofwholelanguage useslinguistic intelligence
 
using music,handson activities,reflections and groups work.
 
The theory of multiple intelligences is one method thatsupports good
 
teaching. Effective teachers reach beyond the written word in the textto awaken
 
students'minds. Multiple intelligence theory provides a wayfor all teachers to
 
reflect upon their bestteaching methodsand understand whythese methodsare
 
successful. Teachers can examine why these methods work wellforsome students,
 
but not work with other students.
 
Multimodal Teaching
 
The multiple intelligence teacher contrastssharply with the traditional
 
teacher. The traditional teacher lectures in frontofthe classroom,writes on the
 
chalkboard,asksstudentsshortanswer questions aboutreadings,hands out
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worksheetsand waitsfor students to finish their written work. Too many
 
classroomstoday are filled with students who,because oftraditional teaching
 
methods,spend too much oftheir time doing written assignments or worksheets.
 
The multiple intelligence teacher mayspend partofthe time lecturing and writing,
 
butin addition draws pictures on the hoard,Uses multimedia to illustrate themes,
 
and plays music to stimulate morelearning. They involve all students by providing
 
handson experiences thatallow for movement within the classroom,use ofartifacts
 
to clarify meaning of materialstudied,have students actively interact with others,
 
and allow studentstimefor self-reflection.
 
The curriculum that multiple intelligence teachers create is best represented
 
by aloose and diverse collection ofteaching strategies. Multiple intelligence theory
 
representsa modelofinstruction that has no distinct rules. Teachers can bcs
 
selective,implementing the theory in a manner suited to their own Unique teaching
 
style. Multiple intelligence theory suggests a "setofparameters within which
 
educators create new curricula"(Armstrong,1994 pg.50). Educators can address
 
any skill,content area,theme,or objective and develop atleastseven waysto teach
 
it. Multiple intelligence theory allowsfor the building ofdaily lesson plans,weekly
 
units or monthly or yearlong themesin Such a way that all students have their
 
strongestintelligence tapped into atleastsome ofthe time.
 
The best way to approach curriculum developmentis to use the theory of
 
multiple intelligences to translate the curricular material thatis to be taughtfrom
 
one intelligence to another. A linguistic lesson might also be represented in other
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intelligences by pictures,physical or musical activities. Teachers mustfirstfocus on
 
the specific objective or topic. Nextthey ask key multiple intelligence questions to
 
help connect the objective with theseven intelligences. The classroom teacher then
 
considers which methodsand material are mostappropriatefor thelesson. Using
 
hrainstorming techniques,the teacher creates many possible approachesand has at
 
leastoneideafor each intelligence. Once the ideas have been created,the teacher
 
chooses the ones thatseem the most workable within the educationalsetting. The
 
teacher then designsalesson plan or unitaround the specific topic. The teacher is
 
then ready toimplementthe plan by gathering materials needed,setting the
 
appropriate timeframeand carrying outthe lesson plan. Once the unit is
 
completed the teacher as well as the students engage in self-reflection.
 
Now that teachers have asked students to participate in a wide range of
 
experiencesin allsevenintelligences,they also need to evaluate the progr«ess of
 
studentsMearning in a new way. The traditional methods ofassessment which
 
require students toshow whatthey know or havelearned through standardized
 
teststhatfocus narrowlyon verbal or logical domainsare notaligned with the
 
multiple intelligences philosophy.Authentic measuresofassessment that probe into
 
students'understanding ofmaterials arefar more valuable in assessing students'
 
progressthan multiple choice or fill in the blank test(Armstrong,1994). Authentic
 
measures allow students to demonstrate whatthey have learned. Thistype of
 
assessmentclosely matches the environmentin which they would beexpected to
 
show tbatlearning in real life.
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Authentic assessment coversa wide range ofinstruments,measures and
 
methods/ Howard Gardner has pointed outthe hest way to assess students'multiple
 
intelligences is hy observing them. This provides the hest picture ofstudent
 
competenciesin the range ofsubjects taughtin school.
 
Anotherimportantcomponentofimplementing authentic assessmentis the
 
documentation ofstudent performance products in a variety ofways:
 
AnecdotalRecords - A section in ajournalfor each studentthat records
 
accomplishments.
 
Work Sample - Filefor each child thatcontainssamplesofstudent work.
 
Audio Cassettes -Sample oforallanguage with students reading intoatape
 
recorder.
 
Videotapes - Record a child's abilities in areas that are hard to documentin any
 
..otherway.
 
Photographv - Pictures ofthings thatstudents have made.
 
Student.Tournals - Write abouttheir experiencesin school.
 
StudentKept Charts -Studentrecords ofacademic progress.
 
Tnformal Test- Teacher created,non-standardized test thatshowsstudent ability.
 
StudentInterviews - Meet with studentto discussschool progress.
 
The theory ofmultiple intelligences'greatestcontribution to assessmentis
 
thatit allowsfor multiple waysto evaluate students. Multiple intelligence theory
 
supports the beliefthatstudents should be able to demonstrate competencein a
 
speciflc skill,subject,content area,or domain in any one ofa variety ofways.
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 Almostany instructional objective can be taughtin atleastseven different waysand
 
almostany subjectcan be assessed in atleast seven different ways.
 
Several projects have attempted to create a modelofinstruction and
 
assessmentthat align with thefundamental philosophies of multiple intelligence
 
theory. They have been initiated nationwide in such cities as St.Louisand
 
Indianapolis. Some are under the direction ofHoward Gardnerand his Colleagues
 
atHarvard University's ProjectZero. The projects rangefrom pre-school,
 
elementary,middleschool and high school level. Howard Gardner did notspecify
 
how the theory ofmultiple intelligences should heimplemented,so the application of
 
the theory has varied widely.
 
ProjectSpectrum
 
ProjectSpectnjm is a long term,collaborative research project undertaken
 
by researchers atHarvard ProjectZero. ProjectSpectrum has been conducting a
 
study that is designed to assess the different intellectual strengths or intelligences in
 
a group ofthree and four year olds. They identify certain cognitive strengths of
 
children in music,visual arts,language,numbers,movements,social skills and
 
science. They have created classrooms which are rich with materialssuch as
 
puzzles,games,and musicalinstruments.
 
The project proposed tofind outifindividual differences existed,whether
 
they could he documented atan early age,and how they could he assessed atthat
 
level. Twoassessmenttools were designed: domain projects and process portfolio.
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A domain projectis an extended curricular sequence based upon a conceptor
 
practice thatis central to a discipline. The process portfolio captures the steps and
 
phases through which the student passes while developing a project,product,Or
 
work ofart. A Modified Spectrum Field Inventory(MSPFI)wascreated and used
 
tosample the children's intelligences. Fifteen children were assessed in ten different
 
activities with MSPFIand also with the Stanford Binet Scale. The results revealed
 
thatthose children tested had distinct intellectual profiles and demonstrated
 
independent relative strengthsin certain intelligences and weaknesses in other
 
intelligences. The resultssupportthe theory ofmultiple intelligences that children
 
from the age ofthree toseven exhihit profiles ofrelative strengths and weaknesses
 
in specific intelligences.
 
ArtPropelProject
 
The ArtPropelProject began in 1987. It broughttogether Pittsburgh Public
 
School,Educational Testing Service and ProjectZeroto design waysto evaluate
 
studentlearning to provide information to teachersand school districts. They
 
developed portfolios that contained a compilation ofa diverse range ofstudent work
 
and reflections abouttheir workfor both studentsand teachers. Studentsselected
 
several worksthat bestillustrated their growth over time attheend ofthe semester
 
ora given school year.
 
Thatportfolio demonstratesstudentdevelopmentover time. Teachersfollow
 
student growth inlearningfrom the beginning stages to the final product.
 
Qualitative modesofassessment are used to help teachers read essaysand review
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student portfolios. The portfolios contain diverse types ofmaterials that reflect the
 
multiple intelligencessuch as tapes,performances,discussions,drawings,and
 
written work. This enables the teacher to see students'profile ofskills and how they
 
haveimproved over time. Teachers conductreflective interviews wherestudents
 
are able to evaluate their own progress(Teele,1990).
 
KevSchool
 
Key School,in Indianapolis,wasone ofthe firstschools toimplementthe
 
theory ofmultiple intelligences. It is an experimentalelementary school that was
 
founded by eightexperienced teachers who believed thatschoolsshould he as
 
enjoyable as they are rigorous. The group ofteachers,under the guidance of
 
Patricia Bolanos(whoeventually became the principal),raisedfundsand were
 
eventually allowed to have their own inner city public"options"schoolin downtown
 
Indianapolis(Gardner,1993).
 
One ofitsfounding principles is the beliefthateach child should have hisor
 
herown multiple intelligences stimulated every day. Every student participates on a
 
regular basis in the activities ofcomputing,music,bodily kinesthetic,as well as the
 
theme-centered curriculum. Each student participates in an apprenticeship like
 
"pod"where he orshe works with peers ofdifferent agesand ateacher to mastera
 
craftofinterest. Thefociis of the pod falls on the acquisition ofreal world skills in
 
an apprenticeship type ofenvironment. Once a week,an outside specialist visits the
 
school and demonstratesan occupation or craftto all the students. Thestudents
 
learn aboutthe range ofactivities that existin the wider community.
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 Theschoolfeatures three themes within a year at ten week intervals. The
 
themesare quite broad and areshaped hy the educators,artists,businesses,
 
governmentleaders,cultural organizations,parents,and students. Each student
 
develops three independentor collaborative projects related to the theme. Student
 
presentations are video recorded and putinto their portfolios. Students are also
 
interviewed as partofthe assessment. Thefocus oftheschool is enrichment,not
 
remediation.
 
The school's philosophyis that all children will be provided with an
 
equitable education. Its purpose is to reach the entire spectrum ofintelligences by
 
offering instruction in music,dance,visual arts,computers,and foreign languages
 
as well as the basic subjects(Teele,1990).
 
New Citv School
 
New City Schoolis an independent preschooland elementary schoolin St.
 
Louis,Missouri. It wasfounded by parents and servesstudentsfrom age three
 
through sixth grade. It hasa minority enrollmentof24%. In the beginning,
 
approximately one third ofthe faculty began meetings to discuss Howard Gardner's
 
book.FramesofMind(1983). Teamsofteachers had the responsibility to present
 
sections ofthe book to the rest ofthe committee. Theyspentthe first year discussing
 
the book and how their school could use multiple intelligences in the classroom.
 
Overtime,more ofthe teachers becameinterested in participating in the
 
committee's work. Teachers began to experiment with applying multiple
 
intelligence theory and more teachers began using itin their classrooms. Currently,
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the conceptisfound in all classrooms with various approachesand to varying
 
degrees. The multiple intelligence approach has become much morethan a theory.
 
It is a philosophy abouteducation with implications abouthow kids learn,how
 
teachersshould teach,and how schoolsshould operate(Hoerr,1994).
 
Teachers atthe schoolfound it necessary to modify the curriculum and
 
create learning centers that give Optionsfor all seven ofthe intelligences. They
 
decided to design their curriculum so that all children could learn and succeed
 
through their strength intelligence(s). Teachersfound themselves considering all
 
the intelligences when planning instruction and assessment.
 
Methodstoimprove assessment were also considered and addressed.
 
Previously almost all assessments were measuresoflinguistic competence.
 
Portfolios became one method which reflected all the child's intelligences. Atleast
 
onceeach year each intelligence wascaptured in astudent's portfolio. Parents were
 
keptup to date with weekly letters,progress reports,and multiple intelligences
 
profiles.
 
RenaissanceProject
 
Renaissance Project is a research projectthrough the University of
 
California,Riverside Extension. They are studying methodsfor integrating
 
instructional strategies and assessment measures with the theory ofmultiple
 
intelligences. Usinga test called Teele'sInventory ofMultiple Intelligence(TIMI)
 
developed by Dr.Sue Teele,the teacher is able to identify students'dominant
 
intelligences. This test demonstrates to teachershow to use methodsthatemphasize
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all seven intelligences. By using this information,the teacher can help to increase
 
studentlearning. Learning will be increased because the students are better able to
 
reach their maximum potential. The projectfocuseson developing teaching
 
niethods that relate to those intelligences; Hence,students develop capabilities in all
 
seven intelligences and notjust their mostdominantones. Classroom teachers need
 
to honor the diversity within their roomsin order to makelearning relevant to all
 
students,create positive self-esteem and educate the whole child.
 
Using the TIMI,Dr.Teele's research has revealed some interesting data.
 
Students atthe primary level demonstrated a much stronger performancefor
 
linguistic and logical-mathematicalintelligence thanstudents at middle and high
 
school levels,respectively. Primary students'mostdominantintelligences were
 
spatial,bodily kinesthetic,linguistic,and logical-mathematical; while upper
 
elementary students were spatial,bodily kinesthetic,interpersonaland musical.
 
Middle and high schoolstudents were strongestin interpersonal,bodily kinesthetic,
 
spatial and musicalintelligence.
 
Social Studies Theory and InstructionalPractices
 
Students reflecting back on their experiencesin a social studies classroom in
 
an elementary school mightremember sitting ata desk,reading a textbook,listening
 
to lectures,answering questions and memorizingfacts and dates,on which they
 
would be tested. Such reflections mightalso include a sense that social studies had
 
no meaning to the student as well as being very boring. Whatis needed is a better
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 way to teach history and socialstudies. Thetheory ofmultiple iutelligeuces
 
provides teachers with the knowledge and the means to accomplish this.
 
Curriculum
 
Traditionally,elementary social studies instruction is delivered with teachers
 
using the textbook asthe primarysource ofthe curriculum. Students aresubjected
 
to round robin reading techniques where students take turns orally reading the
 
written text,followed by questions and answers. Hill(1983)conducted a survey of
 
eighty fifth grade teachersin South Dakota. Hefound that97%ofthe teachers
 
used round robin oralreading ofthe textbook atleast three timesa week in social
 
studies or science instruction. Inthis one particular study.Hillfound thatthere was
 
a great reliance upon the use oftextbooks.
 
Textbooks often failto maintain the interest oftheir audience. Thetopics
 
within the book are given only superficial treatment. Forexample,afifth grade
 
socialstudies textbook will cover three hundred years ofhistory in as little asone
 
hundred pages. Coverage ofthe material is either scanty or disconnected. Students
 
typically find the materials difficult to understand and relate to other situations.
 
Notonly is content coverage too broad butit also gives a very shallow explanation of
 
the event. The skills taughttend to he those that are most easily measured
 
(Woodard,1986).
 
Students have difficulty understanding and learningfrom textbooks thatare
 
filled with such extensive contentthatcannot he reasonably covered in thespan ofa
 
given calendar year. Many timesstudents have not been taughthow to read a
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 contentarea textbook forinformation and have difficulty identifying the key ideas
 
in the text. Traditionalinstruction practices do notfoster the developmentof
 
conceptual understanding and meaningfullearningthrough this content
 
(Armhruster,1991). When students firstlearn to read,much ofAvhatthey read is
 
from hasal reading programsthatare narratives. These narratives are shortand
 
self-contained and have little relationship toOther selections(Armhruster,1991).
 
Reading textbooksin contentareasforinformation causes problems with
 
conceptual understanding and meaningfullearning. Students usually have little
 
practicein reading informational texts,either in school or out. Theinformational
 
material that they doread is differentfrom thatoftheir social studies textbooks.
 
The reform ofsocialstudies textbooks begins with the state lookingfor and
 
adopting instructional materials that will produce understanding. Publishers must
 
be persuaded to prepare textbooks thathave a more selective,in depth approach to
 
the content. The social studies textbooksshould notimmdate readers with dates,
 
facts,headings,review questionsand test questions(Elliott,1985). Instead,these
 
sources ofknowledge should devote sufficienttime toa particular topic or period to
 
establish an adequate contextfor historicallearning. They should haveframeworks
 
ofexperiences thatare rich enough to provide an in depth exploration ofideas.
 
Whatis needed are social studies texts and trade booksthat providefor a wider
 
range ofneeds andinterest. Thereshould be waysofsupplementing textbooks witb
 
additional informationfrom both printand non-printsources. Students need to
 
experiencea wide range oftopics having more depth(Elliott,1985).
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Instruction
 
Another consideration in effectiyc social studies teachingis the method of
 
instruction. The method ofinstruction fostersthe developmentofconceptual
 
understanding and meaningfullearning(Armhruster,1991). Teachers emphasize
 
factual recall(factoids) which deadensstudentinterest and fails to develop
 
students'ahility to think(Goodlad,1984). History and social studies teachers rely
 
heavily upon class discussions,lectures,individual assignments,and weekly quizzes.
 
Thelessons areteacher directed and rely upon the textas a resource. Lessons are
 
primarilyfactual with memory type questions thatfocusonisolated hits of
 
information. Daines(1986)found outthat teachers ask ahout 1.3 questions per
 
minute. Ahout40% ofthe lesson is spentasking questionsand responding to
 
student questions. Too many teachers present topics in a superficial mannerand do
 
not allow adequatetimefor in depth coverage. Students only have time to develop
 
limited understanding ofthe topic. Teachersfeelcompelled to try and cover the
 
entire curriculum. Many times that causesthem tofeelinadequate,because they
 
are not ahle tocoVer the contentin depth. Thisin turn leads to a lack ofcomplete
 
comprehension hy the student. Instead,they memorizeinformation for quizzes or
 
tests and then do notretain the information. This knowledge is rarely used and is
 
seldom availablefor transfer to new situations(Newman,1988).
 
Anotherfactor in effective instruction in social studies is whether young
 
children have adequate Understanding ofhistorical time to benefitfrom history
 
instruction in the lower elementary level. Students at thislevel may not havea
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sufGcientsense ofhistorical time tostudy history in any meaningful way. By its
 
very nature,history is linked to time and chronology. John Poster(Downey and
 
Levstik,1988)in his research states thatthere are different times within a single
 
cultural context: social time,literary time,personalor interior time,physical or
 
clock time,and historical time. Historical time requiresa"sense ofexisting in the
 
past as wellas the present,afeeling ofbeing in history rather than standing apart
 
from it"and it may he constrained as much hylack ofreinforcementas by
 
developmentallevel(Downey and Levstik,1988).
 
Perhapsthe youngerstudentdoes not have asense ofhistorical time because
 
it has not yetreached thatdevelopmentallevel. Historical,as well as physical time
 
concepts,develop slowly. Young children can and do understand historical time in
 
a variety ofways,such as patterns and sequence ofreal events,though some ofthe
 
patterns many be generaland imprecise. In Levstik and Pappas'(Downey and
 
Levstik,1988)study,children in gradestwo,four,and six linked history to
 
chronology. Young children used broad time categories that wereelaborated by
 
older children so that by grade six,the broad categories became headingsfor more
 
specific historical eras(Downeyand Levstik,1988). Bruner's work(1986)notes that
 
"narrative,like history,deals with intention and action,with the particular;notany
 
person,hutthis person at this timeand place,and given the setofcircumstances."
 
Narrative conventions,then,connectevents,providing atemporalscaffoldingfor
 
historical understanding for young children(Downey and Levstik,1988).
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Another concern ofsocial studies instruction is whether the conceptof
 
history is an appropriate schoolsubjectfor children and young adolescents because
 
it requiresa level ofcognitive developmentthatthey have not yet attained.
 
Research grounded in Piagetian theory wasconcerned with the developmentof
 
logical thinking in history instruction^ E.A.Peel,a British psychologist,concluded
 
thatsimilar stages could heidentiBed in the learning ofother subjects,including
 
history. Roy N. Hallam's work like Peel's(Downey and Levstik,1988),found that
 
logical structures similar to those described by Piaget could he detected in historical
 
thinking. Studentsresponded to questions based on narrative historical passages
 
comparable to Piaget's stages. The only problem wasthatthese stages occurred ata
 
later age than in thestudy ofmath and science. Peel also noted that young students
 
can develop thefeelfor humanity thatis part ofhistorical learning and they are
 
capable ofunderstanding the things ofthe past. Hallam concluded that historycan
 
be taughtto youngerstudents aslong as instruction wasselected so that it matched
 
the pupil'sschemata(Downey and Levstik,1988).
 
The teachershould design lessonsfor younger students that use concrete
 
operational thinking,yet challenges them. This will also help prepare them for
 
higher levels ofthought. The classroom teacher needsto evaluate the quality of
 
their history instruction(Downey,1988). Classroom teachers need to be awareof
 
what children know and how they have attained that knowledge. Ifwhatthe
 
learner knowsis notsignificant background forhim or her to he able to understand,
 
the targetideasin the text may he outofreach(Elliott,1985).
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Children's understanding oftime and history and their ability to make
 
historical connections is enhanced when they possessan adequate background
 
(Downey,Levstik,1988). Social studies instruction should be aframework of
 
experiences thatis rich enough to provide morethan surfacefeatures ofconceptsso
 
thatstudentscan constructtheirown theory to explain their work. Students are
 
meaning makersengaged in ajourney ofdiscovery,rather than products to be
 
tested after thejourney isover.
 
Assessment
 
Currently,some classroom teachers have theirstudents participate in a wide
 
range ofexperiences. Then they require their students toshow whatthey know
 
through standardized tests thatfocus narrowly on verbaland logical domains.
 
When it comesto evaluation ofstudents'learning progress,teachers tend to test the
 
way thatthey have always tested. Manyteachersfeel that alternative assessment
 
methods mightnot be reliable. The people who believe that reliability is all
 
importantseem to be saying thatteachers need an outside authority to validate aU
 
measuresofprogress. Therefore,testing must be done objectively through the
 
linguistic or logical-mathematical intelligences.
 
Assessment also needsto change. Forexample,ifteachers can learn to make
 
social studies more relevant,interesting and authentic,then the assessment needs to
 
match the instruction. Testdevelopers and teachers mustreduce the numberof
 
isolated bits ofinformation covered by the testand instead use testitems thatallow
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students to synthesize their ideasand show the developmentoftheir thinking on
 
selected topics.
 
If instructional practices change,then the mannerin which the learning
 
process is evaluated will also change. Multiple intelligences theory proposesa
 
fundamental restructuring ofthe way educators assess their students'learning
 
progress. Itshould he asystem thatdoes not rely uponformalstandardized or
 
norm-referenced tests buton authentic measures. Authentic measuresofassessment
 
prohe students'understanding ofmaterialfar more thoroughly than multiple choice
 
or fillin the blank tests. These authentic measures give students a variety of
 
Opportunities toshow whatthey have learned.
 
Authentic assessments cover a wide range ofinstruments,measures,and
 
methods. They use instrumentssuch as observations thatare verified by checklists
 
and anecdotal recordsand portfolios with rubricsand reflections. Authentic
 
assessmentis notexactand its application may varyfrom situation to situation and
 
student to student. However,it is a toolfor measuring student performance on an
 
ongoing basis.
 
Changing Social Studiesfor the Schools ofTomorrow
 
Many people,teachers,parents,and students consider thatthe conventional
 
educationalsystem hasfailed to address the diverse needsand strengths ofstudents.
 
Schools traditionally have noteducated for conceptual understanding and thusany
 
significant change in our currenteducationalsystem will he extremely difficult. In
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addition,until recently the gulfbetween educational theory and practice has been
 
unchallenged which makeschange even more difficult.
 
Teachers are the greatest agentsin the fightfor change in education. The
 
methods thatteachers use within their classrooms could determinestudentsuccess
 
in life. Teachers mustaddress all the students'strengths as well as weaknesses,
 
helping each child identify their special talents and cultivating their potential. To
 
accomplish this,teachers need to he more aware ofthe students-learning style or
 
abilities. Teachers mustencourage those at promise in a particular intelligence and
 
provideinnovationsfor those students at risk. Students need to find their niche in
 
learning and in life(Fagella,1990). Early identification ofstrengths is very helpful
 
in indicating whattypes ofexperiences benefit children the most. Early
 
identification ofweaknesses can be equallyimportant(Gardner,1988). The
 
teachers mustalso re-examine their systems ofassessmentto reflect the diverse
 
strengths and needsoftheir students, A fresh alternative approach to assessment
 
needs to reflect the kindsofactivities thatare authentic products ofstudents,both
 
in and outofschool.
 
Traditionally,we have relied upon our educationalsystem and specifically a
 
social studies curriculum to provide students with the needed knowledge and skills
 
to develop into active and constructive citizens(Boyer,1995). Teachers have been
 
taught to think and teach aboutsubjects in a departmentalized mannerand to view
 
knowledge assomething that issimply given to students. This has been supported
 
with the use oftextbooksand ancillary materials(Walker,1995).
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Today and in the years to come the issuefor students is notthe availability of
 
information,buthow to bestselect the mostappropriate materialand make
 
meaningful decisionsthat will affect them and others. In the year 2000,the United
 
States needs to have students whoare prepared to adaptto a changing world
 
(Walker,1995). Students need and deserve approachesin socialstudies that not
 
only provide them with basic knowledge,but with the thinking and language skills
 
to enter into alifetime ofnegotiations and problem solving.
 
Public schools are responsible for helping young people develop a wide
 
variety ofintellectual and other skills. These basic skills are in reading,writing,
 
math,thinking skills,and habits ofcritical thinking. Study skills,library skills,and
 
test taking skills have also been related to schoolsuccess. Students also need skills
 
related to working With other people.Intellectual skills are interrelated and content
 
based. This gives Socialstudies an extraordinary versatility asa vehiclefor skill
 
development. Social studies is representative ofother disciplines,contentareas,and
 
modes ofinquiry. The social studies curriculum providesa large arena to develop
 
skUlsin various combinationsand in over-lapping patterns. Social studies
 
instruction can play a major role in helping the schools meetthe important
 
responsibility ofpreparing studentsfor their future.
 
Social studies educators mustdevelop an alternative modelfor skill
 
developmentthat reflects the complex and dynamic process by which skills are
 
actually learned in a social studies curriculum. Socialstudies ihstruction is related
 
to all the major areas in which the schools have responsibilitiesfor developing skills.
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The subject matter ofsocial studies providesstudents with extensive
 
opportunities to learn orfurther develop basic skills in reading,writing,oral
 
language,information gathering and research,memorization,and study habits. In
 
the social studies classroom,students develop basic skills as well as those that are
 
specific to the subject matter ofsocialstudies. Students learn to apply basic skills in
 
a variety oflearning activities. Skills that are specific to the contentofsocial studies
 
are skills relating to time relationships,analysis and interpretation ofhistorical
 
information,spatial relationships,social science,knowledge,and knowledge
 
grounded in the humanities discipline.
 
The ultimate goalof socialstudies education in the area ofskill development
 
is to promote the ability to think critically. This goal is reached whenstudents
 
develop the ability to think critically about people and events in the world today and
 
relate them to past historical events when appropriate. The socialstudiesstudent
 
learns to view the worldfrom many vantage pointsin order tointerpret realityfrom
 
the perspective ofvarious peoplesand cultures(Downey,1986).
 
Constructivist View
 
Constructivism is nota theory aboutteaching. However,it is a theory about
 
knowledge and learning thatdrawson a synthesis ofcurrent work in cognitive
 
psychology,philosophy,and anthropology. The theory defines knowledge as
 
temporary,developmentalsocially,and culturally mediated. Learning is a self-

regulated process ofresolvinginner cognitive conflicts that often become apparent
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through concrete experience,collaborative interaction,and reflection(Brooks,
 
,p.VII). ■ 
Forthe constructivist,learning is prohlem solving based on personal
 
discovery and intrinsic motivation. Thelearner needsa responsive environmentin
 
which consideration has been given to the individualstyle asan active,self-

regulating,reflective learner(Cooper,1993). Thisenvironmentcan he thatofa
 
multiple intelligence classroom where every student issucceeding and actively
 
engaged in the learning process. Theteacherin thissetting encouragesstudent-to­
studentinteraction,initiates lessons thatfoster cooperativelearning,and provides
 
for students to he exposed to interdisciplinary curriculum. Students understand
 
thatthey are responsible for their learning within a learning environment.
 
Assessment processes are linked to thelearner and the teacher. The teacher
 
provides nonjudgmentalfeedback,monitors by observations,and includes activities
 
that assess while learning is still occurring.
 
The classroom oftoday is nolonger limited to the confines ofa textbook
 
where knowledge is something that is simply given to students. Instead,the
 
classroom has becomea window on the world,with increased emphasison
 
curriculum integration and thematic teaching(Schubert,1993). Recentstudies on
 
learning have promoted an interdisciplinary constructivistapproach where students
 
develop their knowledge through team collaboration,discuss different
 
interpretations ofa prohlem,and negotiate and synthesize ideas drawingfrom
 
various disciplines(Boyer,1995). According to constructivisttheory,knowledge
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develops holistically rather than through the memorization ofdiscrete facts. The
 
constructed knowledge is embedded into one's own authentic personal experience.
 
This constructed knowledge relates to the individualand hassigniHcantinterest to
 
him or her.
 
The constructivistlesson hasthe students applying their understanding ofa
 
problem,reflecting on it,and defending their position. Thisempowersstudentsand
 
enablesthem to take ownership oftheir learning. A constructivistlesson would
 
incorporate an authentic learning activity thatdemonstrates knowledge is
 
transferable to the real world. It can be integrated into the student's responsibility
 
for asking questionsand notjust memorizing facts,dates,and answers. It would
 
include opportunitiesfor students to do critical thinking and test experiences by
 
comparing alternative points ofview. Thelesson would motivate students to
 
examine and become conscious ofother cultures. Students would he encouraged to
 
re-examine their knowledge base and become self-reflective(Boyer,1995).
 
The teacher's role has changedfrom the traditional giver ofknowledge toa
 
facilitator or coach who provides authentic activities. These activities could be
 
simulations,apprenticeships,and other experiencesin an actual real world context.
 
The teacher shares with students the process ofevaluating and critically reflecting
 
on whatlearning is taking place(Beyer,1995).
 
In the constructivist view,students are seen as active learners,who make
 
sense ofthe world by constructing meaning and linking new information with past
 
experiences(Thijs,1992). Learning involves the generation and restructuring of
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students'conceptions. A process ofconceptualchange is only likely to occur if
 
students are dissatisHed with their currentconceptsand feel the need toform a new
 
concept. Studentsshould consider the new conceptintelligible,plausible,and
 
fruitful in solving existing problems(Thijs,1992). Constructivistsfeel that teaching
 
is not merely the transformation ofknowledge,butthe negotiation of meanings.
 
The teacher organizesand controls the situationsin the classroom in a waythat
 
promotesintended learning outcomes.
 
The constructivistsees reality as determined by the experiences ofthe 
knower. The constructivist views the mind as the builder ofsymbols - tools used to 
representthe knower's reality. External phenomena are meaningless exceptasthe 
mind perceivesthem. They view reality as personally constructed,and state that 
personalexperiences determine reality,and notthe other way around(Cooper, 
■ 1993).' ■ 
Learning is problem solving based On personal discovery and is intrinsically
 
motivated. Thelearner needsa responsive environmentin which consideration has
 
been given to the learner's individualstyle asan active self-regulating,and reflective
 
learner(Cooper,1993). Children discover and construct meaningfrom their
 
experiences in their environmentthrough analyzing data to detect patterns,forming
 
and testing hypotheses,and integrating new knowledge with previous
 
understanding(Condon,1993).
 
The constructivistteacher acts asa guide to inquiry,fostering students'
 
learning by posing questionsand asking questions aimed at helping students clarify
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their thinking. They see knowledge asemergent,uncertain,and suhjectto revision.
 
Constructivistteachers encourage studentsto be thinking,exploring individuals
 
who generate questions. Students do notsimply mirror whatthey are told or what
 
they have read. The teacher asksstudents to analyze relationships,interpret data,
 
predictoutcomes,and synthesizeinformation to construction new understandings
 
(Brooks,1993).
 
Traditionally,classroom teachers have been taught to think and teach about
 
single subjectsin departmentalized manner. They view knowledge assomething
 
thatis simply given to students through the memorization ofdiscrete facts.
 
However,recentstudies by cognitive psychologistson how children learn challenges
 
this practice(Boyer,1995).
 
Gardner'stheory ofmultiple intelligences is a vehicle through which students
 
can constructtheir own meaning. The multiple intelligence teacher keepsin mind
 
that all students do notlearn in thesame wayand that teacher uses different
 
approachesto help the student's structure meaningfor themselves. Socialstudies
 
allowsfor thematic teaching. Theintegration oftheseven intelligences through
 
activities and choices within each componentorthemes allowsstudents the
 
opportunity to constructand take ownership oftheir own meaning. Multiple
 
intelligences theory is the easiestand mostappropriate wayfor students to
 
demonstrate their genuine understanding through a project,exhibition,or
 
presentation.
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Application ofMultiple Intelligence
 
to Social Studies
 
Gardner's theory ofmultiple intelligences provides us with a theoretical basis
 
for stating something we hoped would he true. Individuals exemplifying different
 
abilities like music,politics,sports,and dance in philosophy and physicsand
 
architecture - were reallyjust exemplifying oneor another ofseveral kinds of
 
intelligence. Histheory allows us to appreciate human skills in a new way(White,
 
1988).
 
Gardner's theory is open to interpretation. He does nothave a prescribed
 
single course ofaction. Instead,individualschool administrators or teachers have
 
been left with considerable latitude in putting hisideas ofmultiple intelligence into
 
practice.
 
The purpose ofschoolshould be to develop students'intelligences and to help
 
them reach vocational goals thatare appropriate to their particular Spectrum of
 
intelligence(Gardner,1988). This rethinking ofhow schools value and supportthe
 
abilities ofchildren is the core ofGardner's work.
 
The individual centered school ofHoward Gardner is rich in assessment of
 
individual abilities and proclivities.(Gardner,1988). Itshould seek to match
 
individuals not only to the curricular areas,hut also to particular waysofteaching
 
those subjects. This type ofschool would match individuals with the various kinds
 
oflife and work options thatare available in their culture.
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Students atan individual centered schoolor aschool geared to optimal
 
understanding and developmentofeach student's cognitive profile spend more time
 
completing the kindsofprojects that carpenters and artists pursue everyday
 
(Gardner,1988). While creating these products theyshould be receiving coaching
 
instructionsfor a variety ofskills within the context ofthese projects. Asthey work
 
on their projects they will produce drafts,revisions,final products,and
 
observations which are placed into processfolios. They also collect and reflect on
 
the work they do during each meaningful activity. Now they are gaining a deeper
 
understanding ofthe materialand have a chance to learn how toimprove their
 
products(Hatch,1993). Thestudentslearn to reflect and evaluate their own work.
 
The work is then evaluated by intelligence fair methods that will take place on a
 
regular basis throughoutthe daily curriculum. This assessmentis more natural,
 
familiar,and non-threatening(Blythe,1990). Thelearners are in an atmosphere
 
where they feelfree to explore unfamiliar situations to use their knowledge to
 
achieve a higher understanding.
 
Intermediate Students Constructivist Approach
 
to Social Studies(Grade 3-5)
 
The social studies curriculum for this grade level cluster provides
 
opportunity for disciplinary study ofour community,state,and nation. Special
 
attention is also given to our culture,environment,people,challenges,and successes.
 
Bystudying the community,state,and nation,students have the opportunity to
 
learn such concepts as diversity,environment,migration,urbanization,
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transportation,heritage,ethnicity,technology,and beliefs. Students learn ahout
 
institutionssuch asfamily,government,economy,and education in selected settings.
 
Studentsshould explore a variety ofprintand non-print resources to learn
 
ahouttheir cultural,geographic,economic,political,and historical heritage. Most
 
students atthis age level enjoy reading and studying biographies ofgreat
 
individualsin various geographicaland historic settings. Children's literature,
 
music,and art provide opportunities to integratesocial studies with other areas of
 
the social program. Other excellentsourcesfor datainclude field trips to museums,
 
historical sites,local businesses,agricultural centers,governmental agencies,and
 
environmental areas.
 
Studentsin these grades need to have numerous activities,experiences,and
 
opportunities to refine and developpreviously learned skills. They need to develop
 
new learning skills including inquiry and research skillsfrom ever widening sources
 
to develop critical thinking and problem solving abilities. Numerousopportunities
 
should he offered throughoutthe yearfor meaningfulindividualized,small group,
 
and whole group instruction. Students develop knowledge and skills thatare
 
neededforlearning and productive living(Hartoonian,1986).
 
Socialstudies teachers mustencourage young citizens to appreciate that
 
diversity constitutes our nation's greatest strength. Students must practice
 
responsible social decision making in educational settings thatfeature learnersfrom
 
diverse age groups,ability levels,and ethnic backgrounds. Today and in thefuture.
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young citizens will makeimportantchoices thatinvolve people whoseem different
 
in many ways(McGowan,1995)i
 
Teachers need to ensure that kids are successfuland have positive feelings
 
toward learning history(Clifford,1993). Students need to be encouraged in the
 
beliefthat they can be successfullearners^ They need to be provided with the
 
creative and varied materials thatenable thedevelopmentoftheir unique strengths
 
and engagethem with materials which reflect the value ofevery individualand
 
group(Wade,1995). Socialstudiesteachers need to providefor interactive
 
learning. Students need to create and apply the knowledge they acquire to better
 
understand and change their selfand the world. Teachers provide opportunitiesfor
 
every child to experience success and give students thefreedom toexplore topic that
 
interestthem. The socialstudies teacher'sjob is to establish boundaries,maintain
 
high expectations,enhance the learning environmentfor students,and facilitate the
 
developmentofstudent responsibility.
 
Using Howard Gardner'stheory ofmultiple intelligences,the social studies
 
teacher can address alllearning styles and provide significant choicesfor students to
 
be successful. Gardner's theory provides excellentinsightsfor teachers to keep in
 
mind when giving assignmentsand asiSessing progress. Mostpeople have three or
 
four dominantintelligencesfrom theseven intelligences that Howard Gardner
 
describes. Therefore as teachers we need to provide a variety ofexperiencesfor
 
children which address differentintelligences. Some children who maydo poorly on
 
written examscan presentthesameexam information in an oral way. By providing
 
varied and signiHcant choicesin history activities v»^e allow for all students to
 
succeed(Clifford,1993).
 
Conclusion
 
As we moveinto the 21stcentury,we have many opportunities to makea
 
difference in the lives of students as we restructure the curriculum to meettheir
 
changing needs. The students vnll moveinto a highly interdependent world that
 
requires the ability to think critically and act rationally. The essential elementsfor
 
this type ofclassroom arean enriched environment where allstudents wantto
 
learn and there is mutualtrust between teacher and student. Thestudents will be
 
given adequate time tolearn how tolearn,gather new information,and create a life
 
long love oflearning. The curriculum will be meaningfulto the learner without
 
being repetitive and dull. The teacher,with the knowledge ofhis or her students,is
 
in the best position to make the mostappropriatechoicesfor effective instruction.
 
Finally,the students are given options to choose those modalities or styles with
 
which they feel mostsuccessful(Schubert,1993).
 
As educators,we need tofind out whatour students are good atand help
 
them develop their ownstrengthsin the classroom. Gifted children have talents
 
which are usually easily identified byformal testing. Thestudents on thelowerend
 
ofthe curve are also tested to identify their special needs,butthe device that was
 
used may not be intelligence fair. Studentsin the middle are assessed and evaluated
 
by teachers,hutthey are notgiven thesame type Ofassessments asspecial needs
 
students. Whatis needed is aframework that will allow the classroom teacher to
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find outthe strengths ofall learnersincluding the gifted,average, and the learning
 
different.
 
All children possess each ofHoward Gardner'sseven intelligences tosome
 
degree and all educators need to he aware thatthere are differenttypes of
 
intelligence and different waysto demonstrate thatintelligence.
 
It is only when we acknowledge and celebrate individuallearning styles that
 
teachers deliver the rich instructional program thatallowsstudents to truly achieve
 
their full potential.
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SECTION III; PROTECT GOALS
 
The purpose ofthis project is to develop a social studies curriculum for
 
intermediate students that reflected Howard Gardner'stheory ofmultiple
 
intelligences. This will he accomplished by designing a curriculum handbookfor
 
the in-service instruction ofteachers with regard to thematic units,literature
 
enhancements,alternative methodsofinstruction,and assessmentstrategies thatare
 
varied and intelligence fair.
 
Project Goals:
 
1. Incorporate the use ofmultiple intelligences theory into the social
 
studies curriculum with a handbook ofmulti-level integrated thematic
 
units which include a literature unittoenhance the content.
 
2. Provide alternative methodsofinstruction that reflect Howard
 
Gardner'sseven intelligences.
 
3. Provide alternative methodsofassessmentthat provide a better
 
understanding ofthe learner's strengths that are more authentic and
 
intelligence fair.
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 SECTIONIV; DESIGN OFTHEPROPOSEDPROJECT
 
This project consists ofa curriculum handbookforintermediate social
 
studies teachers. The handbook is divided into three sections based upon the goals
 
and objectivesfrom Section 3. Each ofthe three sections will provide the teacher
 
with guidance to successfully integrate the multiple intelligences theory into social
 
studiesinstruction.
 
Thefirst goalofthe designed handbook is to assist ttsachers in the integration
 
ofvaried multiple intelligences activities into the social studies curriculum. The
 
handbook provides teachers with course contentand concepts that are divided into
 
thematic units ofinstruction for each grade level. The thematic units ofinstruction
 
are aligned with the State ofCalifornia History-Social Science Framework and
 
provide activitiesfor all students using Howard Gardner'sseven intelligences. A list
 
ofliterature books and trade booksis provided to help teachers effectively integrate
 
instructional themesinto the social studies curriculum.
 
The second goal ofthe handbook is to provide social studies teachers with
 
alternative methodsofinstruction using Howard Gardner'sseven intelligences.
 
These instructional strategies provide teachers with multiple entry points when
 
teaching the social studies content.
 
The third goal ofthis projecthandbook is to provide alternatives to
 
assessmentfor the teacher's use. The handbook includes rubrics,performance-

based assessments,student reflections,and response activitiesfor use by
 
intermediate social studies teachers. By using student-parent-teacher conferences
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and parentresponse reflections,lines ofcommunication are opened between the
 
schooland home^
 
The project also provides tools thatallow thelearner to develop a deeper and
 
more complete understanding oftheir strengths. A studentintelligence inventory
 
test isincluded to help students assess their most effective learning style,allow them
 
to develop a needs assessment,and setlearning goals is included in the project. This
 
goal isfurther metthrough the inclusion ofa student needs assessmentsurvey,
 
studentforms, and Sue Teele's(Director ofExtension Education,UCR)Intelligence
 
Inventory Test.
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Appendix A
 
Curriculum Handbook
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CURRICULUM
 
The application ofmultiple intelligences theory to curriculum can best be
 
implemented bya relaxed and diverse collection ofteaching strategies. The multiple
 
intelligences theory represents a modelofinstruction that does not have distinct
 
rules other than thoseimposed by the demandsofthe cognitive componentofthe
 
intelligences themselves. Teachers can pick and choose hovr toimplementthe
 
theory,using their personal teaching style asa guide,aslong asthe general
 
philosophy ofmultiple inteHigences is adhered to in the method ofcurriculum
 
delivery. Multiple intelligences theory suggestsaset ofparameters within which
 
educators create new curriculum. The theory providesa context within which
 
teacherscan addressany skill,contentarea,theme,or instructional objective,and
 
develop atleastseven waysto teach it. Multiple intelligence theory offers a meansof
 
building daily lesson plans,weekly units,or yearlong themesin a way thatexposes
 
all students to all intelligencesthroughoutthe year.
 
When approaching curriculum development,the theory ofmultiple
 
intelligences allows the teacher to translate the material taughtfrom one intelligence
 
to another. This approach allowsfor numerousentry points within a traditional
 
curriculum. The deepened curriculum is narrowed and centered on essential
 
questions and generative ideas. The curriculum is transferred into the range and
 
scope ofthe student'sown life and providesa natural,personal connection to real-

life experiences.
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This handbook provides thematic,constructive,hands on,and interactive
 
activities that make it easier to teach all students basic skills and to address the
 
needs ofallstudents. It providesinstructional strategies thataddress allseven of
 
the intelligences. It helps ensure thatthe differing needs ofstudentsare met. The
 
curriculum contentis activity oriented and permits the teacher to tapinto all the
 
intelligences and engagethe talents and abilities ofall students. Linguistic and
 
logic-mathematicalintelligences continue to he avenues available to reach students;
 
however with the addition offive entry points that were previously
 
underrepresented,learning opportunitiesfor all students have been greatly
 
enhanced.
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LESSONPLANNER
 
BOOK
 
BEGINNINGDATE
 
POSSIBLEENDINGDATE,
 
NUMBEROFLESSONS
 
LESSON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY ASSESSMENTMETHOD
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Lesson Planning ToEnable All Students ToSucceed
 
Objective:
 
Assessment:
 
Linguistic	 Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
Logical-Mathematical	 Intrapersonal
 
Spatial	 Interpersonal
 
Musical	 Combinations ofthe
 
Intelligences
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THIRD GRADECURRICULUM
 
Social studies atgradethree should expose the learners to the themeofcontinuity
 
and change. Students atthis age are notreadyfor aformalstudy ofhistory,but
 
they can begin to think aboutthe change that has taken place in their own locality
 
and nation. By exploring their own nation and locating some ofthefeatures that
 
were built by people long ago,they begin to make Contact with the past. Students
 
learn about people whose activities have left their mark on the land.
 
ForBeyond the Appalachians
 
Background Information
 
Lesson 1: The Wilderness Road
 
Students study the movementofsettlersfrom the eastern seaboard to the midwest
 
and the westthatspans the period from the late 1700's to the early 1900's. Many
 
pioneers overcame the great challenges to westward movement. Men like Daniel
 
Boone helped to blaze the Wilderness Road through the Appalachian Mountains.
 
Once trails were blazed,settlers were able to cross these mountainsand head
 
westward. The clearing ofother trails and the developmentofrailroadsled to the
 
settlement ofmany new townsin the midwestand the west.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic 	 Define the terms pioneer,blaze,pass,and wagon train.
 
Linguistic 	 Role play a pioneerfamily crossing the Appalachians. Write a
 
dialogfor the characters and role play their parts.
 
Linguistic 	 Research DanielBoone and George Washington. Find out
 
importantaspects oftheir lives.
 
Linguistic 	 Whatwould makea trip on the WildernessRoad so difficult?
 
Write about your tripw
 
Linguistic 	 Writeajournalentryfor a day on the Wilderness Road. You
 
have to cross seyeral deepstreams with steep hanks with your
 
wagon and horses.
 
Linguistic 	 Read the book Wagon Wheels. In cooperative groups make the
 
story intoa Reader'sTheater and presentto the whole class.
 
Linguistic Write ajournalentryfrom a wagon trip west.
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Linguistic
 
Linguistics
 
Linguistic
 
Linguistic
 
Linguistic
 
Spatial
 
Intrapersonal
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Interpersonal
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Musical
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Makea list oflawsthat would befollowed along one ofthe trails
 
used by early pioneers.
 
Read the book DanielBoone and the Wilderness Road. Then
 
write astory aboutDanielBooneor the Wilderness Road.
 
WriteaI)0ut how easy or difHcult it is to makea map.
 
Make upa list ofquestions you would like to ask alegendary
 
person Such as DanielBoone.
 
I ; ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ ■ ■ . ■ / . ■ ■ . ■ ■ 
Write ajletter tosomeone back eastabout your adventure out
 
westand tell how itfeels to he the first pioneer to see this
 
territory. Draw something thatyou described in the letter.
 
■ ' „ i ■ , ■ . ■ . ■ ■ ■ , 
On a m^plocate Kentucky,Tennessee,Virginia,and Ohio. Add
 
the Wilderness Road,Cumberland Gap,and Appalachian
 
Mountainsto the map.
 
Makea timeline showing importanteventsin the life ofa major
 
political or social figure as a whole class.
 
Makea muralor diagram depicting the Wilderness Road or
 
Cumberland Gap.
 
List good and notso good points about moving to Kentucky in
 
the late 1700's.
 
Design a poster advertising freeland in the west.
 
DanielBoone often mapped the trails he blazed. Ask students to
 
become cartographersanddraw detailed mapsoftheir route
 
from hometoschool.
 
Listen to recordings ofearly Americanfolk songsincluding songs
 
from the Appalachian region.
 
"Down in the Valley" "On Top ofOld Smoky"
 
"Farewell MyOwn True Love" "Skip to MyLou"
 
"Homeon the Range" "Springfield Mountain"
 
"Old Joe Clarke" "Turkeyin the Straw"
 
Make pioneerfoodssuch as cornmeal mush.
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Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Interpersonal
 
Create a conestoga wagonfrom ashoe box. Makea list of
 
suppliesfor the six month trip.
 
Play The Wilderness Adventure game.
 
You are a CherokeeIndian. Tell how youfeel aboutthe settlers
 
taking over yourland.
 
How did they feel? Write abouthow you think these early
 
pioneersfelt aboutleaving their home.
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Background Information
 
Lesson 2: Passages to the West
 
Over the years thefrontier waspushed farther and farther westto the GreatPlains.
 
Many settlers choose to stay in the interior plains until traders andfur trappers
 
mapped outnew trails,such as the SantaFe Trail. Trappers wentafter beaver and
 
other animalsin search ofgood trapping grounds. These trappers brought back
 
stories aboutrich new lands to the restless pioneers.
 
Somefamilies that wanted to startfarmstraveled on the Oregon Trailto the
 
northeast. These wagon trains usually consisted ofa hundred covered wagonsthat
 
metin early spring near the Missouri River. The trail crossed over 2000 miles
 
beginning in the GreatPlains,over the Rocky Mountains,through the GreatPass,
 
and continued on to whatis presentday Oregon. This difficult trip would takefrom
 
four to six monthsto get to the end ofthe trail. Travelers would befaced withfood
 
and water shortages orIndians attacks.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic	 Role play the daily life ofa pioneer woman on the Oregon Trail.
 
Linguistic Makea list ofitems to take with you on the move west. Which five
 
Interpersonal items arethe mostimportant? Discuss with other group members
 
the items you selected and why you selected them.
 
Linguistic Write a paragraph or draw a picture about pioneer life.
 
Spatial
 
Linguistic 	 For additionalinformation about her life write to:
 
LauraIngalls Wilder Association
 
P.O.Box 283
 
Malone,NY. 12953
 
Linguistic	 Read IfYou Traveled Westin a Covered Wagon.
 
Linguistic Preparingfor thejourney - Listthe supplies thatthe pioneers took
 
Logical- with them on thejourney. Group the supplies,label each group
 
Mathematical and give a reasonfor the grouping.
 
Intrapersonal
 
Linguistic	 Draw a diagram ofa prairie schooner and label its parts.
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Linguistic
 
Spatial
 
Bodily
 
Kinesthetic
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Musical
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Interpersonal
 
Interpersonal 

Doa live newsreportabout crossing the mountains by wagon
 
train.
 
Makea patchwork quilt.
 
Design clothesfor a pioneerfamily.
 
Make craftstick forts orIndian teepees.
 
Design postcardsshowingsomesights travelers would haveseen
 
along the overland trails.
 
Dosquare dancing. Find the music and learn the various calls.
 
Design clothesfor a pioneerfamily such as paper dolls.
 
Make craft stick forts orIndian teepees.
 
Create log cabinsfrom rolled construction paper. Glue the rolls
 
on top ofeach other toform afour-sided house. Add the chimney
 
and roofand leave openingsfor the windowsand door.
 
Makeafringed buckskin shirt to wearfrom butcher or
 
construction paper. Punch holes every twoinches in the paper.
 
Match the holes in the sides and stitch with yarn or string. Add
 
fringe to the edge.
 
Makeasun bonnetorshawl.
 
Makefrontierfood such asflapjacksand biscuits.
 
Students can take turns reading settlers'stories to each otherfrom
 
Earlv Settlers Storvhook hv Bobbie Kalman.
 
Makea list ofrulesfor life on the trail.
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Background Information
 
Lesson 3: Early Prairie Town
 
Another trail was used during the westward movementwasthe Chisholm TraU.
 
This trail demonstrates how the railroad and trade with the eastenabled western
 
cities to grow. The city ofAbilene is wherethe Chisholm Trailand the railroad line
 
met. ,
 
Cowboysdrove cattle along the Chisholm Trail to Abilene where the cattle were
 
loaded onto railroad cars. The cattle weretaken eastto Chicago to be sold,
 
slaughtered,and loaded onto railroad cars ais beef. The beefwasthen moved eastto
 
be sold in markets.
 
Cowboyshad to beskillful with lariats,spurs,and branding irons. Eightto twelve
 
cowboys managed about2,500 cattle. Their work was never finished. In the
 
autumn they would round up the cattle and brand them. In the winter they kept
 
watch over the cattle and in the spring drove the cattle to the nearest railroad town.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic Movementofcattlefrom Texasto the East 
Logical­ 1) grazing on the range 
Mathematical 2) driven along the Chisholm Trail 
Spatial 3) penned near railroad lines 
4) shipped on railroad cars to Chicago 
5) prepared to be sold as meat 
6) beefloaded onto railroad cars 
7) beefmovedfrom Chicago to the east 
Illustrate each stage and sequence the illustrations to createa 
mural. 
Linguistic Research namesfor the clothing and equipmentacowboy used
 
Spatial and thefunction thateach served. Draw pictures oftheir Bndings
 
and label the itemssuch as: lariats,spurs,branding irons.
 
Linguistic Writeacowboy story using as much cowboy lingo as possible.
 
Linguistic Look up knotsin an encyclopedia or other referencesource and
 
Bodily- demonstratefor the class how to tie them.
 
Kinesthetic
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Linguistic
 
Linguistic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Linguistic
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Imagine you are acowboy and describe a routine day rounding up
 
and branding cattle.
 
Write poemson grave markers Or tombstones. Createfunny
 
epitaphsfora cowboy,pioneer,Orforty-niner.
 
Create a chuck wagon mealofbeans,slaws,biscuits,and coffee.
 
Research the building ofthe tranScpntinental railroad andpresent
 
an oral reportto class.
 
Ifeightto twelve cowboys were responsiblefor 2,500 cattle,then
 
how many cows waseach cowboy responsiblefor? Create other
 
similarstory problems.
 
Use aclassroom setofatlases. Havestudents take turnsfinding
 
the namesofthe cities in theindex and locate each city on a map
 
using itgrid coordinates.
 
Design a brand to use on your ranch and identify your cattle. You
 
can use your initials or a combination ofthesymbolson a
 
branding chart. Reproducethe design on an index card and file it
 
with the county registrar.
 
Make realistic life size pictures ofcowboys using a strong light to
 
draw asilouhette.
 
Draw western trails on a map. Which trailcrosses the most
 
states;the Oregon Trail,Chisholm Trail,or Sante Fe Trail?
 
Draw a picture ofsomething yousaw along the trail.
 
Maketwo drawingsthatcomparea cowboy's life in 1867to a
 
cattle rancher's life in 1997.
 
Each studentcan contribute to the construction ofa Main Street
 
in a western boom town. Assemblethe buildingsand place them
 
side-by side. Add additionalfeatures to the townsuch as
 
sidewalks,tumbleweeds,hitching posts,etc.
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Musical Sing cowboysongssuch as: 
"Homeon the Range" 
"Billy the Kid" 
"Old Paint" 
"GetAlong Little Doggies" 
"The Red River Valley" 
"I'd Like toBein Texas" 
"CowboyDream" 
Musical Composean original western song. 
Musical Play and sing"Wahash Canon Ball." Use an antoharp to 
accompany the song. Tapthe heatas yon sing the entire song. 
Musical Sing the song"John Henry"or otherfolk heroes. Choosea 
studentto sing John Henry'slines and anotherstudentto sing the 
captain's lines. The class will sing the rest. 
Bodily-
Kinesthetic 
The mostimportantitem made by the frontier blacksmith was 
horseshoes. Use a pattern to trace and cuta horseshoefrom 
taghoard. 
Bodily-
Kinesthetic 
Constructa pair ofchapsfrom brown paper by cutting two 
shapesthelength ofyour leg. Cuta2"widestrip largeenough to 
fit around your waist. Add yarnfor the leggings bottom. 
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Background Information
 
Lesson 4: Life in a Mining Community
 
The discovery ofvaluable minerals also brought people west. Newsofthe discovery
 
ofvaluable mineralsin the westtraveled very fast. Peoplefrom all over the country
 
cameto the area. Towns began wherever the mines were started. The population of
 
these mining towns grew even more rapidly when the railroad was builtthrough the
 
mountains. The;railroad broughtin miners,business people,and heavy machines
 
needed in the mines.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic Pretend you are living in the eastin 1879. You have heard about 
Intrapersonal Leadville,Coloradoand its silver mines. You have been given a 
free railroad ticket to go there. Would you use the ticket? Write 
a story to tell why you would or would not go. 
Linguistic	 Write two diary entries,one describing whatlife waslikefor the
 
wealthy miner or merchantand one describing whatlife waslike
 
for a poor mine worker.
 
Linguistic	 Read astory about miners whostruck it rich. Write astory to
 
describe their nextadventure or how they plan to use their
 
money.
 
Linguistic Design a catalogfor acompany thatsells miner's equipmentand
 
Spatial supplies. Draw illustrationsand tell the price ofthe equipment
 
and supplies.
 
Logical- Design a machine you could use to panfor silver or gold.
 
Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Logical- Makealarge mural map ofthe area,include the generalstore,
 
Mathematical assay ofRce,jail,and naturalfeatures. Create grid lines and label
 
Spatial them A,B,C,and 1,2,3, to identify landmarkson the claim
 
forms.
 
Spatial Create a muralfrom alarge piece ofbutcher paper. Each
 
Intrapersonal student paintsa deteriorating building.
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FOURTHGRADECURRICULUM
 
The history ofCalifornialsa series ofsuccessive wavesofimmigrationfrom the
 
sixteenth century through modern times. The unit developed begins with the
 
settling of California by the Spanish. A timeline showsthe developmentofcattle
 
ranchesand agricultural villages around missions and presidios. Theimportance of
 
the Mexican WarforIndependence isstudied and discussed to helpsetthe stage.
 
The geography ofCalifornia has been analyzed toshow how the natural barriers
 
and remoteness ofthe region influenced settlement patterns.
 
California: A Changing State
 
BackgroundInformation
 
Pioneersin California
 
Four eventschanged the course ofmodern California history: The establishmentof
 
the Bear Flag Republic,the Mexican American War,The Gold Rush,and
 
California's admission to statehood in 1850.
 
Lesson 1: Pioneersin California
 
Manyadventurers wereinterested in more thanjustashortstop at California's
 
coast. They wanted to explore California itself. Jedediah Smith and his men were
 
the first peoplefrom the United States to cross the mighty Sierra Nevada in 1826.
 
Another pioneerfrom the United States was AbelSterns. In 1828Sterns sailed to
 
Californiafrom his homestate ofMassachusetts to open a trading business. Hesaw
 
the opportunity to find wealth in California. Heshared his knowledge ofbusiness
 
with the Californians to help them improve their trading methods. He wasso
 
successfulin his business thatlater he became the wealthiest man in Los Angeles.
 
Hechose to becomea Mexican citizen and worked closely with their government.
 
John Sutter also agreed to become a Mexican citizen,in return he was given 3,000
 
acres ofland in the Sacramento Valley. TheIndiansin the area helped him build a
 
huge settlement with afort,workshop,and afarm
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic 	 Read the booksPattv Reed's Doll and Bevond the GreatDivide.
 
Whatmessage would youleavefor other pioneers?
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Linguistic
 
Linguistic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Linguistic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Linguistic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Linguistic 

Linguistic 

Linguistic 

Linguistic
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Describe daily life on a California rancho. Imagine you are
 
vaquerasor vaqueros. Write a poem orstory that describes what
 
it is like to campoutunder the stars. Include the sights,sounds,
 
smells,tastes and feeling in their poem or story.
 
Why did Jedediah Smith,Abel Steans,and John Sutter travel to
 
Californiafora better life?
 
Writea skit,actoutthe parts,design the costumes,and directthe
 
performance. Showhow each person struggled to reach
 
California and survive there.
 
Write three diary entries that describesome ofthe adventures you
 
experience.
 
Describe a new experience,a new neighborhood,a new school,etc.
 
Createa reader'stheaterfor the hook Pattv Reed's Doll.
 
Write a headline andfor a newsstory aboutthe DonnerParty
 
tragedy for a 1846 California newspaper.
 
Listthe advantagesand disadvantages ofeach route used to get to
 
California. Write aboutthe route you would choose and why.
 
Read By the GreatHorned Spoon and write aboutthe voyage.
 
Create a timeline showing the order ofestablishment ofthe Bear
 
Flag Republic,the Mexican American War,the Gold Rush,and
 
California's admission to the union.
 
Makea reliefmap ofCalifornia using saltand flour.
 
Pretend you are a Mexican citizen in 1834. You have received a
 
land grant. Draw a map toshow the boundariesofyourland. Use
 
symbolsto stand forfeatures like hills,rivers,and trees.
 
Makea muralthatshows whatdaily life waslike on a ranchoand
 
a pueblo. Workin2teams: a ranchoteam and a puebloteam.
 
Makea poster advertising a trip to California by either aland or
 
sea route.
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Spatial Draw a treasure map where one or moreitems oftreasure lie 
buried in land. Include such things as cities,towns,lakes,rivers, 
mountain ranges,and a scale. 
Spatial Locate Californiaon a map. Describe where California is located 
in relationship to the rest ofthe United States and the world. 
Musical Write asong that tells a story ofthe pioneers,the Bear Flaggers, 
or the gold minersofCalifornia. 
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BackgroundInformation
 
Lesson 2: Mexico Defeated
 
The tension continued to grow between the United Statesand Mexico. Atthe time
 
ofthe Bear Flag Revoltin 1846,California was part ofthe nation ofMexico. The
 
Bear Flag rebels ofSonomadid notfeelthatthey werea part ofMexico. They were
 
hothappy with the Mexican governmentthatruled California,so the rebels decided
 
thatthey would create a new nation based on their beliefs.
 
Before the Bear Flag Revolt began,the United States governmentdeclared war on
 
Mexico. The United States captured California in 1847,butthe Mexican Warlasted
 
until 1848. Thesigning oftheTreaty ofGuadalupe Hidalgo ended the war. Mexico
 
agreed to give a large areaofland to the United Statesknown asthe Mexican
 
Cession. This treaty cutthe size ofMexicoin halfand placed California under the
 
rule ofthe United States. Californians thatalready ownedland before were allowed
 
to keep it and became citizens ofthe United States.
 
^ ACTIVITIES '
 
Linguistic	 Research the Treaty ofHidalgo 1848. Why wasthis treaty
 
importantto California history?
 
Linguistic	 In study groups gatherinformation about Mexico's
 
Intrapersonal	 language,population,religion and industry;
 
Linguistic	 Retellthe story ofGeneral Vallejo and his wife Francisca
 
Benicia
 
Linguistic	 Read thebook Valleio and the Four Flags. Make these
 
Spatial	 fourflags:
 
1)Spanish
 
2)Mexican
 
3)California
 
4)United States
 
Linguistic	 Makestick puppets of GeneralVallejo,his wife,and the
 
Bodily	 Bear Flaggers.
 
Kinesthetic	 Enactthe Bear Flag Revolt.
 
Intrapersonal
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Spatial/Interpersonal Look ata mapofthe Mexican Cession. Discuss with your 
group the amountofland that Mexico lostin the Mexican 
Cession. Whydo you think Mexico was willingto sign the 
Spatial Makea mapofthe United Statesin the 1840thatincludes 
Mexico,the United States,the Unorganized Territory,and 
the Oregon Territory. 
Musical Sing"Laredo." Clap the melodic rhythm ofthe English 
wordstofeel the syncopated pattern ofthissong. 
Play an autoharp to accompany the song. 
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Background Information
 
Lesson 3: The Rush for Gold
 
In 1848James Marshall walkeddown the American River to check on the sawmill
 
he was buildingforJohn Sutter. Atthe edge ofthe water aflash ofsomethingsMny
 
caught his eye. Gold wasdiscovered in California and within six weeks all the
 
workers at Sutter's Fort had left to huntfor gold.
 
The Gold Rush changed California by bringing sudden wealth to the state.
 
Thousandsofpeople traveled to California in one ofthe fastest migrations ofall
 
time. People rushed to California to take advantage ofthe opportunity to getrich
 
quick.
 
The leastexpensive method to getto California wasthe overland route. These
 
routes often presented dangerssuch asflooded rivers,burning deserts,and steep
 
mountain passes.
 
Others traveled to California by sea. Theship would sailfrom the eastern United
 
States around South Americaand then north to San Francisco. Theships were
 
usually crowded,many people were seasick and the six monthjourney was boring.
 
Thefastest route wasto take a steamship through Central America,but this was
 
also the costliest method with poorfood.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic 	 Read these books:
 
Jonathan Down Under(followsfatherfrom California to
 
Australia)
 
Bv the GreatHorned Spoon (stowed awav on aship bound for
 
California)
 
California Gold Rush - Searchfor Treasure(atSutter Mill when
 
gold is discovered)
 
Gold Rush Adventure (collection ofstories)
 
The Great American Gold Rush (ordinary people;excitementand
 
danger)
 
Levi Strauss: The Blue Jeans Man (biography ofthe inventor)
 
Linguistic 	 You are living in 1849and havejust heard ofthe discovery ofgold
 
in California. You wantto travelto Californiafrom the east coast
 
to find gold. Whatessentials would you take with you?
 
Linguistic 	 Write a poem abouta gold miner or thejourney westto becomea
 
gold miner.
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Linguistic
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Mathematical
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Logical-
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Spatial
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Musical
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Intrapersonal
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Interpersonal
 
Write aboutthe effect thatthe gold rush had on the people who
 
lived in California. Includesuch things as population,growth,
 
widely inflated prices,great Wealth for afew and many deaths.
 
Usethe encyclopedia or other source hooksto research andwrite
 
a reporton the contrihution ofChinese Workersin the building of
 
the tr^scontinental railroad.
 
The price ofgold in 1849 was$16an ounce.How many ouncesof
 
gold would a miner have to find to earn $100?
 
Figure the current value ofgold bylooking in the business section
 
ofthe newspaperfor the exchange rate.
 
Research the prices ofgoodson the east coast versus price of
 
goodson the west coast during the Gold Rush.
 
Compare the costofa six month trip to California by ship with a
 
six monthjourney byland.
 
Draw a mapshowing passageways to California.
 
Playsongsfrom Keith and Rusty McNeiltapes.
 
Sing"Rio Grande"which is a work song aboard sailing ship.
 
Think ofadjectives that would describe the singing style.
 
Sing"Blow the Wind Southerly". Move to the gentle rocking
 
motion ofthe music ofthis sea song.
 
Sing"On the BanksofSacramento River." Write asecond verse
 
to the song.
 
Role play the dialogue between two gold miners. Develop details
 
abouteach character. Then createa dialogue between them.
 
Role play staking a claim by measuring an area8'x 8'square. Put
 
a colored stake ateach corner ofthe square. Minefor gold. Put
 
the gold you Bud in ahag and take it to an assay office.
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Background Information
 
Lesson 4: Gold Mining
 
The daily life ofa gold miner wasn'teasy. Miners were often withoutenoughfood
 
to eatand what wasthere was very expensive. Forty-niners did notfeelthey had to
 
share their dreams with Indians orimmigrantsfrom other countries. There was
 
discrimination in the minefields againstthe Californians,Hispanics,Indians,and
 
Chinese. Minersfrom the United States had a Miner's Tax passed thatcharged
 
certain foreign miners sixteen dollars a month tominein the gold fields. Large scale
 
mining used huge hoses to spray water against river banksandmountainsides. The
 
stream ofwater bore away tons ofsand,dirtand gravel. Mining on this scale was
 
harmfulto the earth. The huge piles ofgravel left overfrom hydraulic mining
 
blocked theflow ofrivers. The blocked rivers overflowed ontofarmland. Fisb and
 
wildlife suffered as well asIndians.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic	 Describe the life ofa gold miner in California.
 
Linguistic Havestudents design a catalog foracompany thatsells miner's
 
Logical- equipment. Inside the catalog the students draw,describe,and list
 
Mathematical the pricefor equipmentand supplies.
 
Spatial
 
Linguistic 	 Students claim a section ofland on a muraland file their claim.
 
Write upasetofrulesfora gold mining area. Then write about
 
how to resolve a dispute abouta claim.
 
Logical- Miners carried everything they owned with them. List the items
 
Mathematical you think a miner carried in his backpack and tell why it was
 
important.
 
Logical-	 Makea pictograph ofpopulation growth in California by using
 
Mathematical	 thisinformation.
 
1840 50,000
 
1844 150,000
 
1846 200,000
 
1849 450,000
 
1850 600,000
 
1860 800,000
 
1870 1,250,000
 
1880 2,OOO,0OO
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Spatial
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Interpersonal
 
Musical
 
Packasample gold miner pack with belongings. Estimate its
 
weightand then weigh it.
 
Write aset ofcorrectly sequenced directionsfor panning and
 
using a rocker.
 
Design a machine you could use to panfor gold
 
Create a miner's house madeoutofhouse outofpopsiclesticks.
 
Locate the American River and the gold claim at Sutter'sMiH on
 
a mopofCalifornia.Students draw alarge mural mapofthe area
 
including a 19th century mining town,courthouse,generalstore,
 
assay office,jail,sawmill,rivers,mountain lakes,streams,and
 
grid lines. '
 
Discusshow gold mining affected the natural resources of
 
California. Also discuss whether your group feels that gold
 
miningwasa benefitora problem for California.
 
Workin smallgroups. Discuss the prosand consofdifferent
 
mining methodssuch as panning,rocker,and hydraulic.
 
Sing gold miner'ssongs.
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FIFTH GRADEeURRICULUM
 
Social studies atfifth grade presents the story ofthe developmentofthe nation,with
 
emphasison the period up to 1850.
 
The uniton the new nation's westward expansion discusses the advance ofpioneer
 
Settlements beyond the Mississippi River and theflow of migration westward.
 
Between 1775and 1810 pioneers burstupon the Appalachian frontier with a
 
relentless pushforward in their search forland. There were numerousreasonsfor
 
this westward movement. Furtrappers and forty-niners were searchingfor wealth,
 
farmersand settlers were lookingforland,and Mormons werelookingfor the New
 
Zion in Utah.Settlers pushed westwardfrom onefrontier to the next,largely atthe
 
expense ofthe American Indians.
 
The New Nation's Westward Expansion
 
Background Information
 
Lesson 1: Moving West-The Moving Frontier
 
The movingfrontier beginsthe story ofwestward settlement with mountainmen like
 
DanielBoone arid otherfrontiersmen who builtthe Wilderness Road in 1775.
 
DanielBooneled the first group ofthirty pioneersinto Kentucky. Boone becamea
 
legend in hisown time to the men and woirieu thatfollowed his trail. DanielBoone
 
represented boldneiss,courage,and the restless spirit ofadventure. DanielBoone
 
explored the area westofthe Appalachiaris which according to the Proclamation of
 
1763belonged to the Shawnee,Greek,Cherokee,and otherIndian tribes. The
 
rights ofIndians to their traditionallands was nota considerationfor the pioneers
 
whofollowed. People continued to cross the Appalachiansfor a variety ofreasons.
 
Even though life was difficult,many packed their personal possessions and moved
 
to the nextfrontier atthe expense oftheIndians. Indianslost moreand moreland
 
each year by relying on treaties that were not upheld. In the end,mostIndian tribes
 
wereforced to move offtheir triballarids by the continuing western expansion. As
 
the number ofsettlers increased,the United States governmentdecided to organize
 
the territory westofthe Appalachians. Congress passed the Northwest Ordinance
 
of1787. Thislaw divided the region into separate territories that guaranteed
 
freedom ofreligion,outlawed slavery,and protected the rights ofthe Indians.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic Davy Crockett's bestfriends were animals. If you could have any
 
animalfora pet whattype ofanimal would you choose? Why?
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Linguistic	 Write about yourjourney on the Wilderness Road.
 
Linguistic 	 Research the role Ofthe Chineseimmigrants and European
 
immigrantson the completion ofthe Transcontinental Railroad.
 
Write a paragraph telling oftheir importance
 
Linguistic 	 Create another animalfriend for Davy Crockett. It could be any
 
kind ofanimalsuch asa tiger,a wolf,or an eagle. Then tell a tall
 
tale aboutDavy Crockettand thatanimal.
 
Linguistic 	 Suppose you were a pioneer traveling with yourfamily along the
 
Wilderness Road to Kentucky. Writea letter to a relative back east
 
telling about your adventures.
 
Linguistic 	 Write a poem aboutthe settling ofthe frontierfrom the pointofa
 
view ofchild ofa pioneerfamily.
 
Linguistic	 India had no previous contact with,and thus hand no resistance,to
 
many ofthe diseases broughtoverfrom Europe. Research how
 
human beings develop immunities to certain diseases and how
 
vaccines work.
 
Linguistic Presenta shortdramatization showingIndian-pioneer interaction,
 
Intrapersonal such as DanielBoone and the Shawneein 1775,just after the
 
completion ofthe Wilderness Road.
 
Logical- Divide the class intosmall groups Each group will represent
 
Mathematical settlers preparingfor ajourney to the Appalachian Frontier.
 
Spatial Discuss the supplies you would need for thejourney and map out
 
Intrapersonal the routesand trails they would use. Then have the groups explain
 
how they would traveland whatthey would take with them.
 
Logical	 Makea graph aboutthe growth ofthe Trans-Appalachian
 
Mathematical	 population 1790-1820using the information listed below.
 
Years,Numberofpeople
 
1800 — 400,000 people
 
1820 — 2,000,000 people
 
Spatial	 Work with a partner to draw and lahela large map ofoneofthe
 
frontier areassuch asthe Northwest Territory.
 
Spatial	 Students work together to make a muralshowingsome ofthe
 
people discussed in the unit: DanielBoone,DavyCrockett,etc.
 
Spatial	 Makea mapofthe area explored by Daniel Boone.
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Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Role play the conversation thatafrontiersman would have with an
 
Indian chieftrying to persuade him to allow white settlementto
 
extend farther west.
 
Create ashortdramatization showing Indian/Pioneer interaction
 
between Sequoyah and an American army officer in 1838,just after
 
the Cherokeewereforced to march to Oklahoma on the Trail of
 
Tears. Each side can voice opinions about who is responsiblefor
 
the trouble between the Indians and the pioneers.
 
Research these importantdates and the events thattook place on
 
them and makea timeline: 1763,1775,1787,1792,1796.
 
Draw a picture ofafrontier man or woman. Include the special
 
clothing and equipmentsuch a person mightneed.
 
Pioneerslike DanielBoone often mapped the trails they blazed.
 
Ask students to become cartographersand draw detailed mapsof
 
their routefrom home to school. Include anyimportantlandmarks
 
as wellasa map key and appropriate symbols.
 
Listen to and sing American folk songs like:
 
"Downin the Valley"
 
"FarewellMyOwn True Love"
 
"Homeon the Range"
 
"Old Joe Clarke"
 
"On Top ofOld Smoky"
 
"Skip to MyLou"
 
"Springfield Mountain"
 
"Turkey in thestraw"
 
Play the Wilderness Adventure game. Divide the class into two
 
teams. Studentsstand back-to-back and aboutsix feet apart. The
 
first player hasa choice;he can be DanielBoone and try tosneak
 
noiselesslyfrom oneend to the other between the teams or stay in
 
place. After a limit ofthirty seconds,the second team votes on
 
which choice they think the player made. Ifcorrect,they score a
 
point. Ifincorrect,"Daniel's"team scoresa point.
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Background Information
 
Lesson2: Life on the New Frontier
 
Manychanges took place in the wilderness as it evolved intosettlements and later
 
into towns. River travel wasa major mode oftransportationfor moving west
 
between 1780and 1820. In 1788alone,about20,000 pioneers,8,000 horses,2,400
 
head ofcattle,1,000sheep,and 700 wagons were transported on rivers. The growth
 
ofcanal building encouraged greater use ofriver transportation and provided
 
pioneers with faster and more economicaltransportation.
 
Other pioneers traveled west byland following the Wilderness Road or National
 
Road. Travelover land was difBcultand dangerous. These pioneers traveled on
 
rough roadsand dangerous rivers,faced extreme temperaturesin winter and
 
summer,allfor the chance to starta new life.
 
Year after year pioneers pushed onfrom onefrontier to another. SomeIndians
 
becamefriendly with the settlers and traded them fursfor tools and clothing. Other 
Indians were unhappy to seeso many settlers movingpntoland that had once been 
theirs. ■ 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic Discuss movesthatstudents have made. Havethem share their 
Intrapersonal experiences. Imagine moving to Alaska in a wilderness area 
withoutany roads,electricity,and houses. Settlers would have to 
live in a tent until they could build log cabins. Write aboutit. 
Linguistic Interview relatives or neighbors aboutchangesin their area.
 
Interpersonal Discuss the changes thatoccur in everyday life such asthe building
 
ofa mallon an open area.
 
Linguistic	 Divide the class into severalsmall groups. Obtain a version of
 
Interpersonal	 "The Legend ofMike Fink,"and distribute a copy toeach groups
 
Students read and discuss the story. Then divide the story into
 
segmentsand read the parts aloud.
 
Linguistic	 Research river travel.
 
Linguistic	 Write a research paper aboutthe Erie Canal.
 
Logical- Constructa large modelor map ofafrontier station. The mapor
 
Mathematical modelshould include log houses,fortiBcations,and other
 
importantstructures thatare essential to the community.
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Compare and contrastthe waysthe pioneers used the resources of
 
the West with the ways Native Americans used them. Makea
 
comparison charttoshow their differences and similarities.
 
Research the Oregon Trail. Find the distance and the amountof
 
time it took pioneers to travel the trail hy wagon train. How long
 
would it take to travel thesame distance if you went by car at65
 
mph?
 
Draw a picture ofaflatboatloaded with afamily's possessions.
 
Mapthe principal routesfor westward expansion on the river
 
systems.
 
Create a new verse to"Erie Canal." Clap the rhythm ofthe new
 
wordson like phrasesand tap the steady beat.
 
Debate the building ofcanals - One group will side with the issues
 
ofexpense and complicated huilding structures^and environmental
 
issues,while the other side discusses its beneBts.
 
Constructalog cabin hy rolling out paper logs. Gluethem on top
 
ofeach other toform afour-sided house. Add a construction
 
paper chimney. Leave openingsfor windowsand door. Roofwith
 
folded construction paper. Connectstudent'slog cabins together
 
to makefrontier towns.
 
Build aflatboat(forty ft.long)using craft Sticks with a boxed
 
shelter in the middle.
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Background Information
 
Lesson 3: The NextFrontier
 
In 1803,PresidentThomasJefferson purchased the Louisiana Territoryfrom
 
Francefor thesum of$15,000,000. The addition of830,000square milesfrom the
 
Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains douhled the size ofthe United States.
 
Interested in finding outahoutthe land that he had purchased.President Jefferson
 
commissioned MeriwetherLewisand WUliam Clark to explore the new territory.
 
From 1804-1806 they traveled 7,700 miles mapping the land and writing down what
 
they observed abouttheland and its people. These two men recorded the region's
 
terrain,climate,minerals,plants,animals,and native peoples. They keptdetailed
 
journals throughoutthe twoand a half yearjourney.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic Research the current price ofan acre ofland near your school. 
Logical- Invite a real estate agentto the classroom to talk aboutthe land 
Mathematical values. 
Linguistic	 Write how you wouldfeel ifthe United States were"purchased"
 
and youfound yourselfin a"foreign country."
 
Linguistic	 Write an imaginary letterfrom James Monroe to Thomas
 
Jefferson telling him aboutthe Louisiana Purchase.
 
Linguistic	 Writeajournalentry ofthe Lewis and Clark expeditionfrom
 
Sacajawea's point ofview. Sacajawea wasa young woman
 
accompanying her husband and these twofamous explorers.
 
Linguistic	 Take part atone ofthe explorers ofthe Louisiana Purchase,such
 
as Meriwether Lewisor William Clark. Write a letter to President
 
Jeffersonin Washington giving details oftheir expedition and
 
describesome oftheir discoveriessuch as plants,animalsand
 
information about Native Americans.
 
Logical- Havestudents visualize the conceptofa million by reading How
 
Mathematical Much is a Million? Havestudents bring a million ofsomething to
 
class.
 
Logical-	 How did Lewisand Clark measure trees? Maybethey used
 
Mathematical	 shadows. Measure a tree or a tall flagpole on the school grounds
 
by using the ratio ofan object'sshadow. Determine the ratio by
 
holding a yardstick uprightand measuring theshadow it casts.
 
Logical- Goona nature walk and have students collectfive small objects.
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In cooperative groups,sortand classify the objects,group them,
 
and state specific reasonsfor the groupings. Havestudents
 
presenttheir information and have other groups guess what
 
classification they used.
 
Mapthe area ofland known asthe Louisiana Purchase. Compare
 
it with a map ofthe modern day United States.
 
Create a muralor Momentin Time Posterfor afamous hero or
 
heroinesuch as DanielBoone,Meriwether Lewis,Zebulon Pike,
 
Sacajawea,or Back Hawk. Include such things as their native
 
clothing or attire and special equipment.
 
Sing or listen to"SweetBetsyfrom Pike"and have students pat,
 
snap,or clap on the strong first beat.
 
Keep time to the music of"Rollon Columbia"by strumming on an
 
imaginary guitar.
 
Havestudents recall an experience they had when they were
 
exploring a new place. Write a descriptive story aboutthe
 
experience.
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Background Information
 
Lesson 4: The AmericanIndiansin Retreat
 
In 1775there werejust150settlers living in the Appalachian frontier,by 1820there
 
were over two million. A series oftreaties signed during the late 1700's gave settlers
 
the rightto more and moreIndian land. ManyIndian leaderssigned treaties giving
 
awaylands that belonged to others. Whatlands the government did not win by
 
treaty,they took byforce asin the Battle ofFallen Timbersin Northwestern Ohio
 
and the Battle ofTippecanoe in Indiana. In 1824,the governmentstarted the
 
Bureau ofIndian Affairs. This Bureau had the power to make treaties and control
 
trade with theIndians. By 1830,theUnited States government wasnolonger asking
 
the Indians to move awayfrom their ancient triballands,instead it wasordering
 
them and forcing theIndians to move west. American Indians were being driven
 
from their ancient triballands eastofthe Mississippi. The continued forced
 
movementofIndians eventually resulted in increasing violent conflicts between
 
Indians and settlers.
 
ACTIVITIES
 
Linguistic New families are constantly moving into our community. What 
Intrapersonal could you and your class do to help them getsettled? Share your 
Interpersonal ideas with the class. 
Linguistic 	 Imagine you are the first settler in an area. Soon other settlers
 
comeand atown grows up around you. List both the advantages
 
ofstaying in the area or moving on toa new frontier.
 
Linguistic 	 Write an essay on why you think people sometimes treatthose ofa
 
different culture asifthey do not haveequal rights.
 
Linguistic 	 Write a newspaper accountoftheforced march of18,000
 
Cherokeesfrom their homesin the southwestto reservationsin
 
Oklahoma.
 
Linguistic 	 Presenta dramatization showing the Indian-pioneer interaction
 
between Tecumseh and William Henry Harrison in 1811,just
 
after the Battle ofTippecanoe.
 
Linguistic 	 Write an essay on why they think people sometimes treatthose of
 
different cultures asifthey do not have equal rights.
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Linguistic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Interpersonal
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Logical-

Mathematical
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Spatial
 
Interpersonal
 
Intrapersonal
 
Musical
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Bodily-

Kinesthetic
 
Presenta dramatization between Sequoyah and an American
 
Army officer in 1838,just after the Cherokee wereforced to
 
march to Oklahoma along the Trail ofTears.
 
Have astudentfigure out approximately how many Indians died
 
on the route to Oklahoma(afourth of18,000).
 
Sequoyah,a CherokeeIndian,created an alphabet. Develop or
 
create an alphabet ofyour own. Makeup a new symbolfor each
 
letter in the alphabetand then write a message using the new
 
symbols.
 
Compare the size ofIndian lands before 1750 with the size of
 
Indian landsin 1800,and their lands in 1850.
 
Imagine that the governmentis sponsoring a competitionfor a
 
memorialto the Indians who died on the Trail ofTears. Makea
 
modelor drawing ofyour design for the memorial. Your
 
memorialmay be astatue,a mural,a park,ora list ofnames.
 
Imagine you areIndians and you have to decide whattodo about
 
the settler problem. Havestudents argue opposing points ofview.
 
Suppose a group ofstrangers moved to your neighborhood and
 
tried to buy up every piece ofavailable land,at bargain prices.
 
Whatwould you think? Would you sell land to them? Write a
 
response paper to this problem and what you would do.
 
Students participate in afriendship dance. Twostudents begin
 
by playing aslow steady rhythm with thedrum and rattle. Two
 
boysstand side-by-side;they do aslow shuffling step one time
 
around a Circle. Each boy asks a girl tojoin. Thefour,side-hy­
side,then shuffle one time around the circle. Each girl then asksa
 
boy tojoin. The six,still side-by-side,dance in a circle. The
 
dance continues in this way until everyonejoins the dancing circle.
 
The Cherokee played a stickball gamelacrosse called Anetsa. The
 
field was230'long and the goal post was20'high. Players used
 
one or two webbed sticks to toss,catch,or carry the ball. Have
 
them make their own playing stick and a ball made ofthree to
 
four sheets ofnewspaper covered with masking tape.
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INSTRUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
 
Multiple intelligences theory makesits greatest contribution to education by
 
recommending thatteachersexpand their instructional techniquesand strategies
 
beyond the typical linguistic and logical-mathematical approach used in the
 
traditional American classroom. Within the multiple intelligences classroom,the
 
teacher continually shifts methods ofinstructional deliveryfrom linguistic to spatial
 
to musicaland so on and even combinesintelligences in creative ways. The teacher
 
offers all students as many different approaches as possible to facilitate learning.
 
Some ofthe multiple approachesinclude cooperative learning,thematic units,the
 
use ofcenters,open-ended projects,individualization,and the use oftechnology.
 
In orderforschools to provide opportunitiesfor all students to learn and
 
develop,instruction musthe delivered in ways thataddress the students'dominant
 
intelligences. Using multiple intelligence strategies,students are able to process
 
information through their strength intelligence into their less dominant
 
intelligences. The translation process is a way toempowerstudents to learn through
 
their dominantintelligence while strengthening their weaker intelligences. Quality
 
instruction is linked to contentthataddresses the basic skills. It is delivered
 
through applications ofall seven intelligences to allow students to process
 
information throughtheir dominantintelligences. The teachersinstruct,facilitate,
 
coach,model,and guide the growth and developmentofstudents.
 
Cooperative learning actively engagesinterpersonal intelligence,teaches
 
students to work together,and encourages collaboration. In cooperativelearning all
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group membersneed to work together to accomplish the task. The groupsshould be
 
heterogeneous. The activities need to be designed so thateach student contributes to
 
the productand group memberscan he assessed individually on their performance.
 
The groups need to know the socialand academic objectives ofthe lesson.
 
Themescutthrough traditional curricular boundariesand weave together
 
subjects and skills that are interwoven in real life. Themesprovide students with
 
opportunities to use their multiple intelligences in practical ways. Centers can he
 
used to engage the seven intelligences ofstudents on a daily basis. The curriculum is
 
based upon thematic units. Groupsspend partofthe day rotating through centers.
 
Each studentis responsiblefor completing individual as well as group assignments.
 
Various activities available ateach center provide opportunity for success. Other
 
types ofcenterscould also be adapted to the multiple intelligence classroom.
 
Open-ended projects provide opportunitiesfor students to select projects
 
which are bestsuited to their strongest intelligence. Students participate in the
 
same unit or theme butthey arefree to choose the topic and/or the approach that
 
bestsuits their interest or talents. The teacher may initially guide thestudentson
 
how to decide on a project. Students also need to have criteria clearly stated in
 
order to setand reach goals.
 
Individualized instruction requires the initial evaluation ofeach child and
 
identifying and implementing an instructional program which enableseach child to
 
achieve his or her full potential. Each studentis able to progress at his or herown
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pace. The teacher acts asafacilitator and Works with individuals or small groups
 
on speciHc concepts.
 
The use ofnew technology providesa degree ofinteractive learning that has
 
been impossible to achieve with traditionallearning materials. Multimedia
 
computersystems have the ability to meetthe needs ofstudents with different
 
intelligences.Technology providesstudents with access to information and resources
 
thatare not available in the traditional classroom setting.
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PROFILESOFMULTIPLEINTELLIGENCECHARACTERISTICS
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LINGUISTICLEARNER
 
The Word Player"
 
Reads
 
Writes
 
Tells stories
 
Learns best by saying,hearing,and seeing
 
words.
 
Does well memorizing names,places,dates,
 
and facts.
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 LOGICAL MATHEMATIGAL
 
LEARNER
 
"The Questioner
 
doesexperiments
 
hgures things out
 
works with numbers
 
asks questions
 
■ . 3S 
explores patterns and lb 
relationships 
Learns best by eategorizing,classifying,
 
working with abstract patterns and
 
relationships^
 
Does well with math,reasoning,logic,and
 
problem solving.
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SPATIALLEARNER
 
"The Visualizer"
 
draws,builds,
 
designs,and creates
 
things
 
daydreams
 
looks at pictures
 
slides
 
watches movies
 
plays with machines
 
Learns best by visualizing,dreaming,using
 
the mind's eye,working with colors and
 
pictures.
 
Does wellimagining things,sensing changes,
 
mazes and puzzles,and reading mapsand
 
charts.
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BODILY-KINESTHETIGLEARNER
 
"The Mover"
 
moves around
 
touches and talks
 
uses body
 
fi
language
 
Learns best by touching,moving,interacting
 
with space,processing knowledge through
 
bodily sensations.
 
Does well at physical activities
 
(sports/dance/acting),crafts.
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MUSICALLEARNER
 
^^The MusicLover"
 
sings
 
humstunes
 
listens to music
 
plays an instrument
 
responds to music
 
Learns best by rhythm,melody,and music.
 
Does well picking upsounds,remembering
 
melodies,noticing pitch,rhythms and keeping
 
time.
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INTERPERSONALLEARNER
 
"The Socializer"
 
haslots offriends
 
talks to groups
 
joins groups
 
Learns best by sharing,comparing,relating,
 
cooperating,andinterviewing.
 
Does well understanding people,leading
 
others,organizing,communicating,
 
manipulating,and mediating conflicts.
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INTRAPERSGNALLEARNER
 
"The Individual"
 
works alone
 
pursuesown
 Self
 
interests
 
Learns best
 
by working
 
alone,individualized projects,self-paced
 
instruction,and having ownspace.
 
Does well understandingself,focusing
 
inward on feelings and dreams,following
 
instincts,pursuing interests goals,and
 
being original.
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ACTIVITIESTOSUPPORTMULTIPLEINTELLIGENCES
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Activities to Supportthe Linguistic Intelligence
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
Story mapping
 
Reasoning skills like analogies,
 
palindromes,and comparing and
 
contrasting
 
Crossword puzzles
 
Logical humor;for example,riddles,
 
punsandjokes
 
Flowcharts
 
Spatial
 
Book making
 
Alphabetizing
 
Playing games,such as Scrabblesand
 
Boggle
 
Labeling diagrams
 
Cartooning
 
Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
Scavenger hunts
 
Keyboarding on the word processor
 
and handwriting
 
Finger playsand puppetshows
 
Charadesand pantomime
 
Dramatic play
 
Musical
 
Creating poetry
 
Writing lyrics
 
Detecting meter and pattern in
 
poetry(limerick,haiku)
 
Performing an opera
 
Using a Karaoke machine and lip­
synching
 
Interpersonal
 
Oral presentations orstory telling
 
Collaborative writing
 
Panel discussions or debates
 
A persuasive article or"how to"
 
story
 
Partner and choral reading
 
Intrapersonal
 
Show and Tell activities and Persons
 
ofthe Weekinterviews
 
Booksfor choice reading
 
Personal narratives,journal writing
 
or experience charts.
 
Tape recorded reflections
 
Questionnaires
 
Adaptedfrom aform developed by the faculty ofthe New City School(1994).
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Activities to Supportthe Logical-Mathematical
 
Intelligence
 
Linguistic
 
•	Thinking strategies(for example, Mind
 
Benders by Anita Harnadek
 
•	Timelines
 
•	Statistical analysis to create story problems
 
•	Computer programming
 
•	Students makeup the problem
 
Spatial
 
•	 Manipulativeslike Unifix cubes,Cuisenaire
 
rods,pattern blocks,geo-solids and geo
 
boards
 
•	Puzzles and mazes
 
•	Story mapping
 
•	Tessellations
 
•	Tangrams
 
Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
•	Orienteering
 
•	Duration activities
 
•	Building and constructing with blocks
 
• Using your bodyfor constructing graphs,
 
Venn diagrams,patterning and people
 
sorting
 
• Determining probability by shooting
 
basketballs or rolling dice
 
Musical
 
•	Create your own time signatures and
 
musical notations
 
•	Putnumber problems to music
 
•	Turn logic stories into chants or raps
 
• Play instruments byfollowing different time
 
signatures
 
• Clap patterns and rhythms
 
Interpersonal
 
•	Plexirs
 
•	Board games
 
•	Strategy games
 
•	Cooperative skill building
 
• Problem-solving
 
Intrapersonal
 
•	Estimate/Predict
 
•	Use deductive reasoning
 
• 	Writein mathjournals
 
•	Create your own story problemsfrom your
 
life experiences
 
• Identify math problems you deal with in
 
your own life
 
Adaptedfrom aform developed by the faculty ofthe New Gity School(1994).
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Activities to Supportthe Spatial Intelligence
 
Linguistic Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
Story maps
 
Flannel boards
 
Comicstrips
 
Mind maps
 
Posters and display boards
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
Puzzlesand mazes
 
Pattern Blocksand Cuisennaire rods
 
Scale models
 
Construction ofmapsand time lines
 
Chess,checkers,and other strategy
 
games
 
Musical
 
Setup an orchestra using paper
 
models ofinstruments
 
Create a floor plan ofthesymphony
 
Learn to 4ance
 
Develop a musical notation system
 
Make musicalinstruments
 
Building with geometric solids,
 
blocks or manipulatives
 
Painting with different tools
 
Quilting,clay,papier mache and
 
other crafts
 
Orienteering
 
Constructing modelsfrom plastic kits
 
or making origamianimals
 
Interpersonal
 
Create an environment
 
Make dioramas
 
Design costumes
 
Create architectural designsand
 
constructfloor plans
 
Beaware ofone's body in space
 
Intrapersonal
 
Murals
 
Collages
 
Choreography
 
Blindfold activities
 
• Finger puppets
 
Adaptedfrom aform developed by the faculty ofthe New City School(1994).
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iiingiiistic
 
• Play a game to practice content(for example,
 
catch the balland answer a question or
 
juggle while spellihg words)
 
• Usesign language
 
• Prepare demonstrations
 
with a paintbrush and water or drawing the
 
wordsin the sand or on someone's back
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
• Solve problems using manipulatives
 
• Create floor graphs using bodies
 
counting systems
 
• Use body math to reinforce patterning,
 
estimating,shapes,and counting
 
Spatial
 
• Using tools while cutting or taking apart
 
machines
 
• Building
 
• Hair braiding
 
activities
 
■ Musical"/' 
• Dancing
 
• Playing a musicalinstrument
 
music
 
• Creating rhythms using one's body
 
Interpersonal
 
becomea Character
 
• Individualsports
 
• Meditation and yoga
 
• Hobbies like gardening or cooking
 
• Activities to avert anger orfrustration(for
 
example,hitting pillows,tearing paper or
 
squishing playdough)
 
Intrapersonal
 
• Role playing
 
• Drama,mime,and charades
 
• Athleticsor sports
 
• People as game pieces during floor games
 
like chess or checkers
 
• Facial expressions
 
Adaptedfrom aform developed by the faculty ofthe New City School(1994).
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Activities ta Supportthe MusicalIntelligence
 
Liiiguistic
 
•	Compose asong^ rapyjungle or melody
 
•	Say thirigs to rhythm
 
•	Spell to miisic by singing each letter to a beat
 
• Retella story by rewriting the words to a
 
familiartune
 
• Find music to accompany parts ofa story
 
which demonstrate the mood
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
• Assign sounds to pattern elements and play
 
the pattern
 
•	Connectfractions vdth music,i.e., whole
 
notes,hglfnotes
 
•	Compare and contrast musical stylesfrom a
 
historical perspective
 
• Sortinstruments into thefour basic groups-

strings,brass,woodwind,percussion
 
• Sortand Classify music by style,genre,or
 
instrumentation
 
Spatial' ■ 
•	Painta picture ofmusicalinstruments
 
M apple doll pr puppet cbttiposers
 
• Listen to amusical work and draw the visual
 
image you getor what yOu think the
 
composerlooks like
 
•	Design a new musicalinstrument
 
•	Create aSymbolsystem to record music
 
Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
•	Make up a dance with instrumental
 
accpmpanimeht
 
• Experiment with unconventional
 
instruments and sound
 
•	Interpreta rhythih through role-playing
 
•	Lip-Synch asong
 
•	Use your body to make music
 
Interpersonal
 
•	Design musical board gamessuch as
 
^'InstrumentBingo"or"Composer
 
Concentration"
 
•	Turn asonginto a finger game,story,
 
puppetshow or play
 
• Play circle gameslike"Miss Mary Mac,"
 
"Down,Down Baby,"or"Sally Walker"
 
•	Learn musical gamesfrom other countries
 
•	Practice and inventjump rope rhythms
 
Intrapersonal
 
f Have music playing in the background
 
duriiig other activities
 
•	 Create a music montage
 
•	Become aDJfor ten minutes and record
 
selections to fit your mood
 
•	Listen to musicarid thinkabouthow it
 
affects you. Whatmakes you moye,lie stilly
 
smile,turn offthe music?
 
•	Compare yourselfto amusicalinstrument or
 
pieceofmusic
 
Adaptedfrom aform developed by the faculty ofthe New City School(1994).
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Activities to Supportthe Iriterpersonal lntelligeiiGe
 
Linguistic
 
•	Debate or panel discussions
 
•	Person ofthe Weekinterviews
 
•	Partner poems or group story writing
 
•	Peer support groups
 
• Reciprocalteaching orjigsawing
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
• Develop aflow chartto show classroom or
 
playground rules the class has developed
 
•	Chartor graph interactions during television 
shows ■ ; ■ 
• Play strategy games-competitive and non^
 
competitive
 
• Describe a pattern you have made while
 
someone else tries to copy it
 
• Sortstudents byfavorite activities or
 
personality attributes
 
Spatial
 
•	Design a group mural
 
• 	Make partner drawings
 
•	Create a group quilt
 
• Describe a picture you have drawn while
 
your partner tri^s to recreate it
 
•	Redesign book coversfor thesame book or
 
story to show different perspectives or points
 
■^^^■■V0f-'yiew■■■ 
Musical
 
•'	 Playing instruments with others 
Singing with a group 
Composing a rouiid from a familiar song 
that reinforces a skill 
Creating group rhythniic patterns 
Matching music to moods 
Bodily-Kinesthetic 
•	 Role playing or creative dramatics 
•	 Playing at recess 
•	 Providing a service to another group of 
people 
•	 Sending, receiving and interpretihg messages 
through gestures, Morse Codej flags or sign 
language 
Intrapersonal 
•	 Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for 
Children 
•	 Trust and team-building activities 
•	 Partnering andBigBuddy activities with 
other grades 
•	 AppreciationStatements 
•	 Rubrics or rating sheets for activities 
Adapted from a form developedby the faculty of the New City School (1994). 
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Activities to Suppor 

Linguistic
 
• 	Write"Dear Abby"lettersasking for advice
 
• Administer ail interest or personality
 
.inventory"-'
 
• 	Write injournals or create diary entries asa
 
characterin a story
 
•	Record"HowIfeel"statements on a tape
 
• Actlike objectsthat describe you
 
Logical-Mathematical
 
•	Create charts andgraphs ofinterests
 
•	ConstructVeiin diagrams to show how
 
students aresimilar or different
 
•	Constructafeelings mind map
 
•	Explain whatclimate you prefer and why
 
• Makea personaltime line
 
iSpatial
 
•	Use magazine pictures to create a personal
 
Collage
 
•	Puttogether a mobile thatshows who you
 
■ ■ ■ are:;-'-;­
•	Create a mindmap ofyour likes and dislikes
 
or interests
 
•	Draw or paintsdf-portraits
 
• Devdop a slide show or photo display to
 
show who you are
 
•	Design your dream room
 
Intraperspnalinte^igence
 
Musical. .
 
•	Bringin riiusic thatreminds you ofa special
 
timein your life
 
• Listen to asong and describe how it makes
 
you feel
 
•	 Create body music thatshows your feelings
 
•	Share your favoritesong with the class
 
• Constructa melody
 
Bodily-Kinesthetic
 
•	Visualize through movemMtapartofa
 
story and create a storyfrom that pointof
 
■' ■ 'View 
•	 Liisten to a made-up situation; use body 
movement to react 
•	 Assume the role of a character using voice 
andbody language 
•	 Do needlework that expresses a belief or 
feeling. 
•	 Construct own personal space using Legos 
or other material 
Interpersonal 
•	 Conduct a "Magic Circle" (Human
 
Development Corporation)
 
•	 Analyze your role ina group 
•	 Request feedback and react to it 
•	 Describe yourself, have a classmate describe 
yoh, then compare 
•	 Role-play the ending to an open-^ended story 
or situation 
Adapted from a form developed by the faculty of the New City School (1994). 
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 : •ASSESSMENT
 
Thefocus ofassessmenton the growth and progress ofeach studentis an
 
integral partofthelearning process. Assessmentshould reflect day-to-day teaching
 
in order to guide studentsin their learning. The growth ofthe studentsand their,
 
ability to complete products and performancesshould he thefocus ofassessment.
 
Teachers need to assess both whateach studentcan doand cannot,in order to
 
enable both the teacher and studentto setfuture learning goals.
 
Integratioh ofmultiple intelligences into the assessment processcan be
 
achieved through classroom portfolios,video and/or musical productions,
 
exhibitions,classroom demonstrations,peer review,discussions,simulations,
 
dioramas,sculpture,and prohlem solving situations. A multiple assessmentsystem
 
provides opportunities to identify the unique capabilities ofeach student.
 
The classroom teacher needs to develop an awarenessofthe dom^
 
intelligences and talents oftheir students. Doniinantintelligences could be
 
identifled through daily observations ora diagnostic testsuch as the Teele Inyentojr^
 
ofMultiple Inteiiigence(Teele,1994). The TeeleInventory ofMultiple Intelligence
 
test providesfor discoyery ofthe dominantintelligences ofstudents,independehtof
 
language,and can he given to allgradelevels.
 
Observations within theclassrpdnican behnUther Ussessinenttool butthey
 
mustbe structured,documented,anid repeated atregular intervals. Observations
 
can he structured by being linked to specific activities. A checklist isa lis^^ things
 
to be checked offby the observer. In order to makea hieaningfulchecklist,it is
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hecessary to4oa task ainalysis. Theteaeher needs to identify the key elements ofthe
 
task that results in the achievementofa particular goal.
 
Ruhrics provide teachers with a basis on which to scpreielectcd pieces of
 
work. Thecriteria is setin advancefor a particular task. Rubrics areShared with
 
and sometimes developed by students. Rubricssetthestandard by which the work
 
willbejudged.
 
Anecdotal records are observations comprised ofpositive comments which
 
documentthe developmentand growth ofstudents. The observations are
 
interpreted basedOn thejudgmentofthe teacher andfocuson specific skills.
 
Anecdotalrecords are recorded bystudentnameand date ofobservation.
 
Portfolios are a method ofauthentic assessmentwhich are composed ofa
 
yariety products. The products in a portfolio could include creative writing,
 
journals,projects,videos,audio tapes,art projects,and group activities. Portfoiips
 
providea way to look atstudent Work,compare work at differentstages,and
 
observe progress over time.
 
Reflections are aform ofself-assessment. Tbey Can be used by all students to
 
assess themselves. ReflectionsPn work can take a yariety offormsfrom writing a
 
briefanalysis pfthe quality ofthe work to reflecting on how group members worked
 
togetheron an assignment. Reflection is animportantcomponentofany portfolip
 
because it requires the studenttoeyaluatethe their effort as well the product.
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InitialPlannerforProduct
 
Toshow thatIknow ahout' ^ ■ ■ -1 would liketo: 
teach it tosomeone else.
 
V Write aletter/journal
 
.create movement
 
.huild yourown
 
.piiton a demonstration,
 
designa timeline
 
create a game/puzzle.
 
develop a model/chart/map/mural/poster.
 
;tape record or give a talk
 
interview
 
create asong or lyrics.
 
develdp a project notlisted above,
 
other
 
Briefdescription ofwhatIintend to do:
 
Signature ofStudent
 
Signature ofTeacher
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Unit Gulmination Rubric
 
Name 
Group Members: 
Finished Productor Exhibit 
Grouj 
Assessment 
© @
Teacher 
Assessment 
© © 
2). 
"3) 
4>;-
;i) 
2): 
J) 
.. . ■ 
. 
Stepsto Production or Process 
5):; 
0=revisitproject 
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Portfolio Reflection Sheet
 
Title ofWork Name
 
Date- - ■ Teacher
 
This work exhibits thefollowing ofmy multiple intelligences:
 
□ Logical/Mathematical □ Linguistic □ Spatial/Artistic 
□ Musical □ Bodily-KinestheticD Interpersonal 
□ Intrapersonal 
Product 
Iworked on this project: 
□ alone □ with the help of a teacher and/or friend 
□ in a group □ other ■ ■> ■ - ' ■ 
Ihave chosen this piece inmy portfolio because: 
This work shows thatIknow about: 
Ilike this piece because: 
IfIcould change one thing about this pieceIwould: 
122­
 1. Student Response:
 
is:
 
1think Icould do better on:
 
IfIcould usk one questioh about whatwejuststudied it would be:
 
*Rating: 1 would give myself** * * *
 
XL The Teacher Response:
 
I really enjoyed:
 
I would like tosee time:
 
The answer to your question is:
 
is:
 
• H* / ^♦Rating: Iwould rate this work 
Student Signature 
Teacher Signature, 
123 
Subject Area Date
 
Name ofSelectibn
 
□ Logical/Mathematical □ Lingiiistic □ Spatial/Artistic 
□ Musical □ Bodily-KinestheticD Interpersonal 
Intrapersonal-­
Teacher Cumments: 
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 Portfolio Assessment Contents
 
Name
 
Year/Ouarter_
 
Your child has puttogether a portfolio oftheir workfrom the
 
■ quarter ofthe year. Thestudent hasselected whatthey 
believe is the best work they have done this quarter. Please take this 
opportunity to go over their portfolio with them. After you and your 
child have gone through the portfolio,please commenton how you 
think your child is doing in school,the progress thatthey're making,or 
anything else that you'd like to commenton. Your child and I will be 
keeping their portfolios atschool untilthe end ofthe year. 
Please return the portfolio to schoolon 
ParentSignature and Comments:
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GOALSETTING: ASTUDENT-PARENT-TEACHERPROCESS
 
Student's name
 
Grade ■ ■ ■ - — . ' ' . ' '' 
Teacher 
INTERPERSONAL:selfconfidence,responsibility,self management,ethics 
INTERPERSONAL: relationship with others,respect,multi-cultural
 
understanding,solving problems
 
WORLD-UNDERSTANDING: science,social studies,visual arts,media,multi
 
cultural globalstudies
 
LINGUISTIC: reading,writing,speaking,media
 
LOGICAL-MATHEMATICAL: math Visual problem solving
 
SPATIAL: visual arts,geometry,spatial reasoning
 
BODILY-KINESTETIC: physicaleducation,dance,physical coordination
 
MUSICAL: vocal,instrumental,culture
 
OTHER GOALS: your life beyond the classroom
 
StudentSignature,
 
ParentSignature_
 
Teacher Signature,
 
Adapted from aform developed by Launa Ellison(Clara Bartdti School,1991).
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AppendixD
 
Resources
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Teachers'Multiple Intelligence Resources
 
Campbell.Bruce.(1994)The Multiple Intelligence Handbook.Stanwood,
 
Washington:Campbelland Asociates.
 
Campbell,Linda,Bruce Campbell,&Dee Dickinson,(1996).Through Multiple
 
Intelligences.Needham Heights.Massachusetts: Atlyn and Bacon.
 
Celebrating Multiple Inteligences;Teachingfor Success.(1994).A Practical Guide
 
Created by the Faculty ofthe New City School. St.Louis,Missouri: The
 
Ne\v City School,Inc..
 
Sullivan,Mary.(1995). Making Portfolio AssessmentEasy Reproducible Formsand
 
Checklists and Strategiesfor Using Them.Ontario,Canada.Scholastic
 
Teele,Sue.(1992).The TeeleInventory ofMultiple Intelligences.Redlands,
 
California.Sue Teele and Associates.
 
Social Studies Resources
 
America WillBe Grade5.(1991).Boston,Massachusetts:Houghton Mifflin Social
 
Studies.
 
Aten,Jerry.(1988)AmericFrom Sea to Shining Sea.Carthage,IL: Good Apple,
 
.Inc..- '
 
BahBeld,Susan.(1992).Whatin the World!SocialStudies Projectsand Activities.
 
Troll Associates.
 
Fischer,Max W.(1993).American History Simulations.Huntington Beach,CA:
 
Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
 
Fitzpatrick,Shannon.(1994).American Artists Reflect American History.Volume
 
V:Westward Expansion.Cypress.CA: Creative TeachersPress.
 
From Sea to Shining Sea Grade3(1991).Boston,Massachusetts. Houghton Mifflin
 
SocialStudies.
 
Green,Jeff.(1993)Green Book. Nashville,TN.Professional Desk References,Inc.
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History - Social Science Framework.(1988).Sacramento: California Departmentof
 
Education
 
Jordan,Doris.(1992). Westward HQ.Literature Based Activitiesfor Thematic
 
Teachihg.Cypress.CA: Creative Teaching Press.
 
Mailbox.(1996)Pioneers.Primary Edition Feb/Mar199719(1)3-10.Greenboro,
 
NC? The Education Center.
 
Milliken,Linda.f1990>.Frontier American Activity Book.Dana Point,CA:
 
, Edupress
 
Qb,California Grade4.(1991).Boston,Massachusetts: Hougbton Mifflin Social
 
Studies.
 
Ryan,Concetta.(1994).Learning Tbrougb Literature U.S.History Intermediate.
 
Huntington Beach,CA: Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
 
Spizzirri.(1989).An Educational Coloring Book OfPioneers.Rapid City,South
 
Dakota: Spizziri Publishing Inc;.
 
Traugh,Steven.(1994)VoicesofAmerican History. The Young Nation Through
 
the Civil War Vol.2.Cypress,CA: Creative Teaching Press.
 
United 	States History and Geography: Making a New Nation.(1991).Sacramento:
 
California DepartmentofEducation.
 
Wesley,John,(1994).Pioneers.Lakeside,California: InteractCompany.
 
Zarnowski,Myraand Gallagher,Arlene.(1993).Children's Literature and Social
 
Studies: Selecting and Using Notable Booksin theClassroom.Duhuque.
 
loWa: Kendall/HuntPuhlishing Company.
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